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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,
and through our Web site.
Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms
enclosed with the catalogue.
● W
 rite down the lot numbers of interest to you and your
bids on them
● Complete your personal information
● S
 ign the form on the last page of this catalogue
and send it either:
• by email: info@davidfeldman.com
• by post: David Feldman SA,
PO Box 29, Chemin du Pavillon 2
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, Geneva, Switzerland
Bids initially made by telephone must be supported by written
confirmation by post prior to the sale.
Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of
David Feldman SA. One of our philatelists will call you a few
lots in advance of your first lot of interest, and bid for you
directly during the auction.
Online Bidding
Participate in any David Feldman auction from the comfort of
your home, office, or while travelling.
New Clients
If you are a new client, please follow these steps to save your
pre-auction bids and/or create a live bidding account.

● S
 elect "My Account" on davidfeldman.com and follow the
steps to create your personal account
● During the account creation process you will be sent a
request to complete a new client registration form, where
you will be asked to confirm your contact details and
provide credit references and proof of identity.
Pre-Auction Bidding
Once your details have been confirmed, you will then be able to
enter any bids in advance of the auction via our web site.
● Log-in to your account
● Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you
● Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
● Click the "Bid" button
● Repeat for each desired lot
● Monitor your bids to see if you have been outbid
Live Auction Bidding
You may also bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet and
our mobile applications. Follow your targeted lots on screen
and enter your bids with the confidence that you will be bidding
as if you were in the auction room itself.
● Click on the "Live Auction" button on the home page or via
our mobile applications
● Log-in to the auction
● Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register your
bid with the auction
● Defend your bid(s) as needed
Reminder. These are the instructions for existing clients
who have already made auction bids with us using existing
credentials. If you are a new client, or an existing client who
has not bid via the internet before, please ensure that you
create your account at least 48 hours before the auction
and ensure that you provide us with the information requested
during this process without delay.

Download the David Feldman
Auctions app on your mobile
device to view our catalogues
and participate in the live auction.
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● The “Art of Sperati” Collection

● The Hausman Collection of All World
David Feldman
International Auctioneers

● Indian States: Bundi

Tel +41 22 727 07 77

● The "Bicentenário" Collection of the Dom Pedro Issues of Brazil

info@davidfeldman.com
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● Egypt - Part VII of the Joe Chalhoub Collection

● The Eduardo Borberg Collection of Venezuelan Maritime Mail
● France and Colonies
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● All World and Collections

Auction Bidding Agents

Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre
David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room.
However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who regularly bid
at our sales on behalf of clients.
David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant
directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts comme
si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.

David Feldman SA ist gerne bereit, Ihre Gebote so zu
vertreten, als wären Sie selbst im Auktionssaal anwesend.

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un
commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant
régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

Wenn Sie jedoch von einem professionellen Bietagenten
repräsentiert werden möchten, finden Sie unten eine Liste
von Personen, die regelmäßig bei unseren Auktionen im
Namen von Kunden mitbieten.

Germany
Jochen Heddergott Tel
+49 89 272 1683
		 Mobile +49 151 4040 9090
		 Email jh@philagent.com

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi Tel
+39 02 718 023
		 Mobile +39 339 730 9312
		 Email gbstamps@iol.it

Lorenz Kirchheim
Tel
		 Email

+49 40 645 32 545
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Great Britain
Trevor Chinery
Tel
+44 7527444825
Auction Agency
Email trevortrilogy@aol.com
		 Website philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk
Nick Martin
		
		
		

Tel
Mobile
Email
Website
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+44 120 546 0968
+44 770 376 6477
nick@loveauctions.co.uk
loveauctions.co.uk

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala Tel
		 Email

+1 847 823 8747
cecwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates Tel
		 Email

+1 857 928 5140
info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel
Tel
+1 212 675 0819
		 Mobile +1 718 873 5702
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Keep your collection alive

The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.
The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and not only to share your philatelic achievements with
friends and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

museumofphilately.com

Payment Instructions

Instructions de Paiement / Zahlungsanweisungen
Bank Transfer / Transfert Bancaire / Banküberweisung
Credit Suisse - 8 Paradeplatz, Zürich 8070, Switzerland
Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account
0316-398878-81
IBAN
CH02 0483 5039 8878 8100 0
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

US Dollars (USD)
Account
0316-398878-82
Iban
CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account
IBAN
Swift / BIC
Beneficiary

British Pounds (GBP)
Account
0316-398878-82-4
Iban
CH54 0483 5039 8878 8200 4
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

0316-398878-82-3
CH81 0483 5039 8878 8200 3
CRESCHZZ80A
David Feldman SA

Post Office / Poste / Post
Euros (EUR)
Account
Iban
Swift / BIC
Beneficiary

91-285892-6
CH04 0900 0000 9128 5892 6
POFICHBEXXX
David Feldman SA

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account
12-4880-0
Iban
CH27 0900 0000 1200 4880 0
Swift / BIC
POFICHBEXXX
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

Cheque / Chèque / Scheck
If you wish to pay by cheque, please contact our accounts department: accounts@davidfeldman.com or +41 22 727 07 77.

Credit card / Carte de crédit / Kreditkarte
Accepted credit cards

For invoices of less than CHF / EUR / USD / GBP 2'000

● Visa
● MasterCard
● American Express (charges made in CHF only)

Late payment: 2% monthly recovery fee will be charged on overdue accounts / Retard de paiement : 2% de frais de recouvrement par mois seront débités de votre compte
/ Zahlungsverzug: 2% Zusatzgebühr, pro Monat, werden Ihrem Konto belastet
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Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Thirty-three titles published so far, and many more to come.
Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being
a valued keepsake
for collectors and their
families, the “Great
Philatelic Collections”
series of limited editions
represent a “must have”
for every enthusiast
collecting any of the
subjects comprised
in the series.

Consult the published titles at
davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop
David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com
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County or Subject

Lot n°

County or Subject

Aden
61073, 70745-746
Afghanistan
32060-061, 60458-465
Albania
32063, 60000-001
Antigua & Barbuda
32071, 61074, 70747-752
Argentina
30347-349, 32364-365, 50001-004, 60750-773
Ascension
32064, 61075, 70753-759
Australia & States
50005-007, 61076-109, 70760-798
Austria
30000-014, 30030, 30140, 32065-066, 50008-010,
60002-006
Bahamas
61113-116, 70807-816
Bahrain70817
Barbados
32069-070, 61117-122, 70818-830
Basutoland
61123, 70831-834
Batum70835-836
Bechuanaland
32072, 50011, 70837-843
Belgium & Congo
30015-029, 32073-078, 50012-013,
60007-026
Bermuda
50014, 61124-128, 70844-861
Bolivia
32080, 50015-016, 60774-787
Bosnia and Herzegovina
30030
Brazil
30350, 32081-082, 40000-323, 50017, 60788-821,
70360
British East Africa
50073-074, 61227-231, 71191-211
British Guiana
32097-098, 50018, 61129-130, 70862-879
British Honduras
32099, 50019, 61131-132, 70880-882
British Levant 
50020
British Occupation of Italian Colonies
70883-885
British Solomon Islands
61135, 70886-887
British Virgin Islands
61136, 70888-889
Bulgaria
30031, 32101-103, 50022, 60027
Burma70890-892
Bushire30657
Cameroon
30055, 31221, 70893-895
Canada & Provinces32104, 50023-026, 61137-170, 70896-922
Cape of Good Hope
61280-294, 71355-377
Cayman Islands
70923-927
Cayman Islands
61171-172
Ceylon
32106-112, 50027, 61173-179, 70928-936
Chile
60822-824, 70361-362
China
30351-380, 32113-121, 32300, 50028, 60466-470
Colombia
30381-382, 50029-031, 60825-838
Cook Islands
61180-182

Crete
Croatia
Cuba
Cuba
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Danish West Indies
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61133-134
30032-034, 60028
60839-849
30383, 32123
50032-033, 61183-186, 70937-938
60029
30035
30036-042, 30718, 30721-724, 30726,
30728-729, 70363-366
Denmark
32062, 60030-040
Dominica70939-943
Dominica
50034, 61187
Dominican Republic
50035, 60850-854
Ecuador60855-860
Egypt 20000-277, 30384-454, 32124-145, 60471-475, 70367
Ethiopia30455-455
Falkland Islands
32155-156, 61188-191, 70944-962
Faroe Islands
60041-048
Fiji
32157, 50036, 61192-194
Finland60049-070
France & Colonies
30031, 31000-31490, 32158-171, 32273,
50037-038, 60071-159
Gambia
32172, 61195-198, 70963-968
Germany, States & Colonies
30044-099, 32173-192,
50039-051, 60160-246
Ghana70969
Gibraltar
32193-194, 50052, 61199-201, 70970-982
Gilbert and Ellice Islands
61202-204, 70983
Gold Coast
50053, 70984-986
Great Britain 32195-203, 50054-055, 61000-072, 70000-583
Great Britain Offices Abroad 30038-039, 30708, 30719-720,
40323, 70360-372, 71014, 71092-103, 71262, 71337, 71484
Greece
30100-144, 32204-205, 50056, 60247-273
Greenland30043
Grenada
61205-206, 70987-71013
Guatemala
50057, 60861-865
Haiti
30456-456, 60866-867, 70368
Hawaii
30687, 60618
Honduras
60868
Hong Kong
32207, 50058, 61207-208, 71014-022
Hungary
32208-209, 50059, 60274-277
Iceland60278-283

County or Subject

Lot n°

India
32210-221, 50060-061, 61209-221, 71023-068
Indian States
10000-212, 50062-064, 71069-086
Ionian Islands
61222
Iraq
30457-464, 32222-225
Ireland
32225A-226D, 61223-224, 71087-090
Israel
30465, 32227-228, 60476-477
Italy, States & Colonies 30145-226, 32229-256, 50065-070,
50071-072, 60284-328
Jamaica
61225-226, 71091-190
Japan
30466-467, 60478-486
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 32257, 50073-074, 71191-222
Korea
30467-471, 32283
Kuwait71223-225
Labuan
32258, 71279
Large Lots and Collections
32000-366, 60621-622
Leeward Islands
32260-261, 71226-234
Liberia30472-472
Liechtenstein
32262-264, 60329-330
Literature
30341, 60623
Long Island
71235-244
Luxembourg
30227-230, 50075, 60331-336
Madagascar30238-240
Mafeking
61295-299, 71378-383
Mafia Island
71482
Malaysia & States
32265-269, 50076-077, 61232-233,
71245-255
Malta
32270, 61234-235, 71256
Mauritius
32271, 61236-241, 71257-265
Mauritius 
50078-081
Mexico
30473-477, 50082, 60869-878
Mongolia
30478, 60487-488
Montenegro
30231-233, 32274-277, 60337
Montserrat
32278, 50083, 61242, 71266-267
Morocco30479
Morocco Agencies
71268-271
Natal
61300, 71384-386
Nauru
61243-247, 71272
Nepal60489-492
Netherlands & Colonies 30234-235, 32279-280, 60338-343,
71477-478
New Guinea
61110-112, 70799-803
New Hebrides
71273-275
New Zealand
32281, 61248-258, 71276
Nicaragua60879-881
Niger Coast Protectorate
71277
Nigeria
32282, 50084-085
North Borneo
61259, 71278
Northern Rhodesia
32284, 71280-284
Norway
30236-240, 60344-350
Nyasaland
32285, 71285-291
Olympics
30035, 30135-137, 32286-289
Oman30480-481
Orange Free State
61301, 71387-390
Pakistan
32290-291, 71292-293
Panama60882-884
Papua & P.N.G.
32292, 70804-806
Paraguay
50086, 60885-893
Persia
30482-656, 50087, 60493

County or Subject

Lot n°

Peru
30658-665, 60894-909
Philippines
30688, 50088-089, 60494-504
Poland
32293-294, 60351-353B
Polar32367-378
Portugal & Colonies30241-243, 32105, 32295-299, 60354-357
Postcards
32362-366, 60622
Puerto Rico
30666, 30689, 30719, 50090, 70369-371
Qatar30667
Rhodesia
32303-304, 61260-261, 71294-315
Romania
30002, 30244-305, 50091-093, 60358-380A
Russia
30306-334, 32305-32311, 50094, 60381-384
Salvador
60910
Samoa
30062, 61272, 71346-347
Sarawak
32313, 71348-350
Saudi Arabia
30668
Serbia
60385-389
Seychelles
32314, 61273, 71351
Sierra Leone
32315, 50098, 61274-279, 71352-353
Somaliland Protectorate
71354
South Africa & States 32316, 50099, 61280-302, 71355-456
South West Africa
32317, 71457-469
Southern Rhodesia
32318, 71470-475
Spain & Colonies
30335-338, 30725, 30727, 32319-321,
50100-106, 60390-409
Sperati
30349, 50000-50135,
60063, 60071, 60098, 60169, 60200, 60296, 60318, 60321,
60367, 60404, 60408, 60418A, 60427-428, 60433, 60438,
60440, 60511, 60512, 60623, 60914, 60916, 60750, 70972
Saint Helena
32312, 61262-265, 71316-321
St. Kitts-Nevis
50095-096, 61266-267, 71322-332
St. Lucia
50097, 61268, 71333-335
St. Vincent
61269-271, 71336-345
Stamp Boxes
32379-386
Sudan
30669-670, 61303, 71476
Surinam
71477-478
Swaziland
32322, 71479-481
Sweden
30339, 32323, 50107-110, 60410-419
Switzerland
30340-343, 32324-346, 50111-117, 60420-449
Syria
30671-672
Taiwan
30380
Tibet
32347
Togo
71483
Transvaal
71391-397
Trinidad and Tobago
30720, 32349, 61304-310, 71484
Tristan da Cunha
61311
Turkey
30305, 30344-346, 30459, 32350-353, 60450-457
Turks and Caicos Islands
32354, 61312
Uganda
50126, 61313-317, 71485-495
United Arab Emirates
30673-674, 32355
United Nations
32356
United States 30675-689, 32357-359, 50118-125, 60505-619
Uruguay
30690-692, 50127-129, 60911-931
Venezuela
30693-809, 32360, 60932-934
Vietnam30810
Yemen60620
Yugoslavia32361
Zanzibar
70584-744
Zululand
71398-403
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Viewing in Geneva
By appointment only

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Chemin du Pavillon 2
PO Box 29
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, Geneva
From 9am to 7pm daily.
Viewing of lots on weekends
or evenings can be arranged.

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Contact us today to make
an appointment by phone or email

Introduction
Dear Collector and Client,

We are holding our traditional Autumn/Winter auction series from December 5th to 9th,
at our new Geneva offices, Chemin de Pavillion 2, 1218 Le Grand Saconnex. The sale is
comprised of seven different catalogues: “The Dan Walker Indian State of Bundi”, “The
Chalhoub Third Issue & Officials part II”, “The ’Bicentenário’ Collection of the Dom Pedro
Issues of Brazil”, ‘The ‘Art of Sperati’ Collection’, “The Hausman Collection of Worldwide
stamps”, “Great Britain and British Empire” and finally “Europe, France, Overseas and
Collections”.
This catalogue's highlights include strong sections of France and Colonies with a range
of fresh collections. In the Europe section, we have attractive offerings from Italy, Italian
States & Romania. The Overseas section features better sections of Chinese stamps
with some important rarities, Egypt from the 1867 Second Issue through to some Farouk
period material, Persia with over 150 lots, and finishing off with the fabulous Edwardo
Borberg Collection of Venezuelan Maritime Mail. The final section of the catalogue is the
All World and Country collections section, with nearly 400 lots of collections gathered
from around the world, including a wonderful group of mint worldwide collections that
have not seen the light of day in more than 40 years.
It will be our pleasure to welcome you to Geneva for viewing the lots or for attending
the auction in person. Do not hesitate to ask if you need some assistance in the form
of hotel reservations or other information. Should you not be able to view the lots at our
Geneva offices, then please visit our website as many of the groups and collections will be
scanned or partially scanned in PDF format. We continue to add scans up until the week
of the auction, but please make any requests for scans or condition reports in good time.
Bidding in our auctions can be made in writing via the bid form enclosed, live via
Auction Mobility on our website or app on your mobile device, by telephone or via an
independent auction agent. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with
your purchases.
We'd like to thank all our vendors for showing their trust in us to present their items
and collections in the best way possible to maximize the potential of their lifetimes' work
through our skills in lotting, describing, and estimating to produce a catalogue worthy of
displaying their philatelic treasures in their best possible light.

Geneva, November 2022
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Large Lots and Collections
All World

Afghanistan

Aland, Faroe & Greenland
Albania

Ascension
Austria

Balkans
Baltics

Barbados
Barbuda

Bechuanaland

Belgium & Congo
Benelux

Bermuda
Bolivia

32000-32059

32060-32061

32062
32063

32064

32065-32066
32067

32068

32069-32070

32071
32072

32073-32077
32078

32079
32080

Brazil

32081-32082

British Empire

32084-32096

British Antarctic
British Guiana

British Honduras

British West Indies
Bulgaria
Canada

Cape Verde
Ceylon

32083

32097-32098

32099
32100

32101-32103
32104

32105

32106-32112

China

32113-32122

Egypt

32124-32145

Europe

32147-32154

Cuba

Europa
Falkland Islands
Fiji

32123

32146

32155-32156

32157

France & Colonies

32158-32171

Germany, States & Colonies

32173-32192

Great Britain

32195-32203

Gambia

Gibraltar
Greece

Hong Kong

32172

32193-32194
32204-32206

32207

Hungary

32208-32209

Iraq

32222-32225

India & States
Ireland
Israel

Italy, States & Colonies
K. U. T.

Labuan

Latin America

32210-32221
32225A-32226D
32227-32228
32229-32256

32257
32258
32259

Leeward Islands

32260-32261

Malaysia

32265-32269

Liechtenstein
Malta

Mauritius

32262-32264
32270
32271

Middle East

32272

Montenegro

32274-32277

Netherlands Indies

32279-32280

Monaco

Montserrat

New Zealand

32273

32278

32281

Nigeria

32282

Northern Rhodesia

32284

North Korea
Nyasaland
Olympics
Pakistan

Papua New Guinea
Poland

32283
32285

32286-32289

32290-32291
32292

32293-32294

Portugal & Colonies

32295-32299

Revenues

32301-32302

People’s Repblic of China
Rhodesia
Russia

St. Helena
Sarawak

Seychelles

32300

32303-32304

32305-32311
32312
32313
32314

Sierra Leone

32315

South West Africa

32317

South Africa

Southern Rhodesia
Spain & Colonies
Swaziland
Sweden

Switzerland
Tibet

Topics

Trinidad

32316
32318

32319-32321

32322
32323

32324-32346
32347
32348
32349

Turkey

32350-32353

U.A.E.

32355

Turks & Caicos
U. N.

U. S. A.

Uruguay

Yugoslavia
Postcards
Polar

Stamp Boxes

32354
32356

32357-32359

32360

32361

32362-32366

32367-32378

32379-32386

32000ex1

32000ex2

32001ex2

32001ex3

32003ex2
32003ex1
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32000

CC C H G F / 300

6’000 - 8’000

32001

CC C H G F / 300

2’000 - 2’500

32002

CC C H

32003

H G F / 300

32004

CC C H G F

All World: 1575-1990ca. “Lisbon Through The Centuries”, topical collection with historical focus and
postal history references on 143 pages. Includes 1910 Bradbury Wilkinson sunken artists drawing of
a 65r “Triumphal August Arch” design, 1910 S. Thome e Principe Manuell II collective proof, 1925 St.
Jeronimo Eremitage 40c sunken die proof, 1926 King Alfonso Henriques border proofs, 1940 Joao IV
center proofs (punched), 1940 discovery monument s/s print on cardboard with only five out of eight
stamps printed, 1948 St. John de Brito proof signed by engraver and many more proofs/trials. A May
1575 folded letter signed by King Sebastian is most prominent among covers/stationery. Also 1810 entire
letters “No. 6/Armee d’Espagne”, “Bau./Gal. / Arm. de Portugal” (2), 1915 “Expedicao Sol d’Angola..”
military mail card and many more. Additionally five large stockbooks “Dossiers” with extra exhibition
material, research, resources. Opportunity for the amateur of Portugal, a labour of love, recommended.
All World: 1700-1990ca. “Before the Space Epic”, topical exhibit on 143 pages covering the subject
to 1945: the creation, sky studies, universe utopia fancies, rocket development and usage to 1945.
Includes a. o. two Montevideo “Sun” on covers 80c used 1860, 120c used 1870; 1931 Italy Southern
Cross issue, ordinary copy mint never hinged, variety “Seven Stars” Sa. 25a mounted mint in pair with
normal mint never hinged, the imperforate essay in a left margin copy and a 1931 FFC Rome-Rio de
Janeiro addressed to General Balbo; Poland stratosphere s/s mint never hinged and on stratosphere
flight cover of “Zakopane 25.IX.1938”. Additionally four large stockbooks “Dossiers” with extra
exhibition material, research, resources.


All World: 1800-1990ca., box from an exhibitors estate incl. topical “The Sistine Chapel” on 27 pages
plus two large stockbooks mainly mint n.h. incl. better to mount and continue, also group covers
1800/1990, modern cut-outs in envelopes etc.
All World - Topic, Horses: 1515-1898 (ca.) “Rencontre Avec le Cheval” ( Encounter with the Horse),
128pp exhibition collection in five chapters. Features a.o. 1818 Sardinia Cavalli annoucement (french
edition for Savoy dated 8 Nov 1819) showing strikes of the Cavalli in blue, resp. Nov 1819 announcement
of the embossed Cavalli, 1820 embossed Cavalli entire cover, U.S. 1892 fancy cancel “Kicking Mule”
on AR-registered Columbian issue envelope 5c uprated 8c from Port Townsend to Sydney/Australia,
1930 “Gray Horse” Oklahome reg. cover, entire letters of 17th-19th c. “Carrousel”, “Grand Ecuyer de
France”, “Ecuries de SAR le Duc de Berry”, 1908 KEVII “Master of the Horse Royal Mews,, S.W.”
envelope, 1859 Sicily three-colour franking with “Horseshoe” marks, early covers with horse relay
notes of Alessandria 1544 (Charles V), 1515 Vicenza with cito chitissimo ms. , 1579 Venice-London
by “Guild of Horse Courirs”, 1870 U.S. Huntsville Alabama fancy cancel cover, 1856 Washington City
Dispatch 1c in combination w. state posts 3c to Milford Delaware cover, 1568 (22 Oct) entire letter
signed by french King Charles IX, 1857 cover “Overland Mail” San Francisco-New York on to Bordeaux,
1855 “Messageries Argentinas” with stagecoach figural mark, 1870 Ballon monte cover from 1st march
regt. mixed cavalry in besieged Paris and many more,. Viewing highly recommended.



All World: 1837-1990 (ca.), “Links between Oceans”, topical collection on 143 pages, chapters being
Natural Links - Suez Canal - Panama Canal. Stamps a.o. with US 1893 Columbian issues $4 & $5
(regummed), approx. 190 covers/stationery as examples of postal routes and respective postmarks or
involved authorities, e. g. French Shanghai p.o. 1863 40c pair, Mauritius 1858 4d pair, 1864 Jersey to
Valparaiso 1/ pair, Mozambique 1888 and 1896, Hong Kong 1869 to France with “GB/1F66c” accountancy
mark, Egypt 1934 registered “Suez Canal Police” OHEMS inland cover, 1849 resp. 1868 ValparaisoFrance “GB/1F.90c”, 1860 Paris-Peru, Panama Canal Company envelope with printed return “Compagnie
Universelle du Canal Interoceanique” 1886 to Amiens, Canal Zone 2c (7) reg. cover to USA, Djibouti
1908 reg. cover, Mexico Zacatecas 1852 to Bayonne and fwd. etc. Additionally four large stockbooks
“Dossiers” with extra material, research, resources. Last time shown at Espana 2004. Merits inspection.

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

6’000 - 10’000

4’000 - 5’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32005

C H

32006

CC C H F

Cat. n°



All World: 1840-1940’s Old time collection in five Yvert & Tellier albums and 3 others albums, sometimes
sparsely completed but with quite interesting sections like France, China, to be examined.



All World: 1840-1960s, Mint & used collection in four albums, with a stockbook of some better
values all world stamps such as GB PUC £1, KEVII £1 green Russia 1964 Olympic souvenir sheet,
Saar Hochwasserhilfe mini sheets, Vatican provisional mint set, booklets incl. 1930 Germany airmail
booklet (Mi. €1’100), mint & used Europe incl. penny black, better Germany incl. States, Italy incl. 1944
“fasces”Austria, etc., a varied and interesting lot.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Estimate (€)

600 - 1’000

2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32007

CC C H G F J DCE

32008

F

Cat. n°



All World: 1840-1970s, Collection in 10 boxes with country collections mounted by a gentleman,
with better Switzerland with some good quality classics incl. Rayons, Japan mint & used collections
from the classics onwards with better cancels and semi-modern with 1934 Communication
souvenir sheet, 1936 New Year mint n.h. mini sheet, 1949 Children’s Day sheet, etc., GB incl. 3
penny blacks, two 2d blues, 1d Mulready struck three times with MC, high values incl. £1867 £1
and 1881 £1 brown (both wmks), Germany, as well as collections purchased at auction (some still
in original packets), a great lot with potential for the dealer as it can be easily broken down into lots,
well worth closer inspection.


All World: 1850-80 Group of 30 letters including a beautiful Black Penny single and Two Pence
single frankings on cover, one Mulready used with cert. G. Bolaffi, Smirne 3s+10s+10s cover
to Genoa, Portugal 1861 single 20r on cover to Genoa, etc; and mainly stampless letters from
Belgium to France.

Estimate (€)

5’000 - 10’000

300 - 600
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32014ex1

32014ex2

32014ex5

32014ex3

32015ex

32014ex4
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32016ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32009

CC C H DCE

32010

P

32011

CC C H F DCE / View the image/s online

32012

CC C H G DCE

32013

H F DCE / View the image/s online

32014

H G F / 304

32015

F / 304



All World: 1849-2019, Lifetime’s collection in 6 boxes in stockbooks and assorted on stockcards, with
strength in France with a very advanced collection from the classics to 2019 incl. items with certs and
signed with most of the better values with strong semi-modern (Orphans, etc.) through to 2019 with
huge face value incl. booklets, back-of-the-book with airmails, mini sheets, as well as good Monaco
incl. set to 5+5F Orphans and mini sheets, Russia from #1 through to mint Soviet Union, Romania from
1862 onwards, Bulgaria incl. 1931 Sports mint set, Poland, etc., stated to catalogue €375’000, in need
of closer inspection to appreciate the value of the collection.


All World: 1850s-1950s, better values on stockcards and two small albums incl. Italian States, South
America, Switzerland, Romania, USA, Canada, Poland, German States, China, Turkey etc. large share
of reprints and forgeries, as is.
All World: 1850-1960, Europe and Overseas, with mainly better stamps incl. some German States,
SADTA, Austria 1850 mint fist issue (several with certificates), better Spain, Egypt incl. Suez Canal,
Monaco bird set mint n.h., Portugal 1870 cover to Italy with 100R, Germany with Brustschild block in
superb mint n.h. condition, German Reich Zeppelin sets and covers, good Luxembourg, etc., many of
the better stamps signed by Italian expert Oliva, generally very fine.


All World: 1850-2000s, small accumulation in packets, on cards, etc., noted Germany, USA, Spain,
Montenegro Service des Postes en France, etc.
All World: 1850s-1940s, Mixed group of stamps and covers, with 59 covers/cards incl. WWII Red Cross
mail from Italy, Germany, etc., maritime usage of Russian stationery in Japan, underpaid Austria postal
stationery to London, 30+ Japanese propaganda ppc’s of commemorating the Russo-Japanese war,
and a small stockbook of 1850s-1920s issues mostly from Europe.
All World - Topics, Postal History: 1850-1890 “French Electric Telegraphy in The Metropolis and
in the World from 1850 to 1900 “exhibition collection on 40 double pp (A3) pages in three chapters:
at the service of the State and Finance - Private Territorial Telegraphy - French telegraphic
activities outside France. Some highlights: telegraph stamps single franks of 50c, 1fr and 2fr on
1868-70 entires paying rates of within departement, outside departement and deposited dispatch,
telegrams taxed or franked a.o. private registered at 65c rate e.g. 1875 25c Ceres and 40c
Bordeaux obl. GC3982, 75c rate with type Sage 1877 from Chambery, private telegram with 10c
Napoleon bistere (pair) tied GC573 to Limoges (cert. Behr 2018), reg. telegram 1869 by Empress
Eugenie to writer Prosper Merimee (1803-70) plus handwritten and signed answer letter by him,
1867 autographic telegram, 1874 telegram from Macinaggio/Corsica to Marseilles, 1869 large part
of cover of telegram from Senegal, Dakar-Bordeaux with general colonies 20c pair and Napoleon
10c bistre, registered telegrams from Madagascar 1899 and 1894 Benin to France, 1892 New
Caledonia to Egypt with 25c type Sage, 1898 Reunion paid reply, 1889 reg. telegram with type
Sage 25c pair and “Eastern Telegraph Company” mark from Zanzibar to Tamatave/Madagascar,
- Plus folder of extra/reserve material and Franco-Prussian War pigeon post, telegraphs inc. viz.
“Carnet de depeches aeriennes” by Gabriel Mangin, aeronaute ec. - Top object of the area,
careful inspection highly recommended.
All World: 1850-77, small group of 11 classic covers incl. two with Greek postage dues (sold as is),
Alsace money letter with multi-franking (one stamp replaced?) signed Spalink BPP, also Latin America,
Italian postage dues, etc.

Estimate (€)

10’000 - 15’000

1’500 - 1’700

3’000 - 6’000

100 - 200

100 - 150

15’000 - 20’000

400 - 500
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32016

F / 304

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

All World: 1850s-73, Small classic group of 12 items, with covers from Brazil, Austria, Prussia
and Italy, incl. Prussia 1865 three-colour franking to Paris tied by blue Berlin cds, 1867 cover sent
registered with 2sgr vert. pair from Barmen, Austria 1867 cover from Trieste with 5k pair and two 3k,
1865 registered receipt with 10k , Brazil with 1850 30r black pair on cover and 60r single franking
and two Italy 1860s/70s covers; and stamps incl. Belgium 1869 5F pale brown, British Crete 1898
20pa used, Turkey Duloz 1867 5pi rose strip of 6 with negative cancels and Netherlands Indies 10c
(creased), an attractive group.

32017



CC C H F J

300 - 500

All World: 1850-1960s, all world pot-pourri with mint, used, covers, etc., incl. an unusual group of
France 12 unadopted proofs of Joan of Arc in different colours, Reunion mint n.h. 5c on 40c Ceres mint
n.h. block of 6 overprint variety on lower left, 25c on 40c Eagle block of four, “PEUNION” on Sage 40c
mint, China PRC labour Day used 8f (2), etc., interesting lot to sort through.
32018



C H F DCE

500 - 1’000

All World: 1850s-1950s, Old-time collection in a large box, nicely mounted in albums and some
stockbooks and loose, noted better Switzerland incl. classic stamps and pre-1900 covers
(attached to pages by tape), Germany and areas, France, Europe, China incl. full little stockbook,
worth viewing.
32019

600 - 900



CC C H

All World: 1850s-2000, Accumulation of various European countries in a large box sorted by album,
some earlies, stated to catalogue €11’800+ (listing enclosed).
32020

100 - 200



C H F

All World: 1854-1996, Collection in 6 albums including GB, India, USA, nothing special but still a great
number of stamps.
32021

C H

100 - 200



All World: 1860-1980, Various accumulation in 16 albums.
32022

C H

100 - 200



All World: 1860-1980, Various accumulations in 15 albums including one better Germany collection
starting from German states, perfect for the long winter evening.
32023

CC C H F



1’500 - 3’000

All World: 1860’s-1990’s Accumulation in 26 albums and loose pages, to be noted France, FSAT
with early covers, Monaco, Switzerland including classics, USA, Persia, some good stamps and sets;
according to the vendor the catalogue value is over 50’000€ without counting one album of GB, to
be examined.
32024

CC C H F



All World: 1860-2000, Mint & used collection in 2 large boxes, ordered alphabetically by country incl.
better Switzerland with useful face value.
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300 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32025ex

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

32026ex



32025

CC C H

32026

CC C H F

32027

CC C H G F J DCE

32028

CC C H F

32029

CC C H F DCE

32030

CC C H F

32031

CC C H F

32032

CC C H F DCE

All World: 1861-1990s, Horses thematic collection in 20 albums, with better stamps incl. GB 1929
UPU £1 mint n.h. corner marginal, mint Seahorses incl. 2s6d DLR and 10s Waterlow as well as Empire
overprints on Seahorses, Russia Soviet Union, a unusual and attractive thematic collection.


All World: 1861-1970s, All world accumulation, incl. Persia collection on leaves, China ranges including
PRC, two small dragons, monkey stamp in poor condition, Belgium 1861 40c block of four used, USA
1861 90c signed Engel, as well as a few covers and cards.


All World: 1870-1996, Accumulation in three large boxes incl. thematics such as Royalty (several
complete SG Charles & Diana albums), aviation, flowers, butterflies, birds, animals, ships, reptiles,
space, trains, automobiles plus one frame exhibit on tea, 1990s-2000s Hong Kong year packs, country
collections in printed albums for Australia (1913-96 incl. 5s Sydney Harbour Bridge used, very complete
mint from 1960s incl. booklet panes & gutter blocks, very complete mint from 1960s), New Zealand
(1909-96 incl. mini sheets, very complete mint from 1960s) and Canada (1870-1960 incl. booklets, very
complete mint from 1960s), stored in a humid climate so stamps affected by varying degrees but plenty
of useful material.


All World: 1870-1980’s Collection in eleven albums with some good topics like space or flowers, also
some Switzerland including modern material, additional material including PRC.


All World: 1870s-1990s, All world accumulations in 12 large boxes, with mint, used and covers, stronger
in Persia, potential for discoveries, a great one to sort through.


All World: 1870s-1990s, Massive accumulation of collections in 6 large boxes, including one in 18 large
Yvert albums with A-Z of countries, some face value in euro and also in Swiss francs, plenty of loose,
approval books, etc.


All World: 1870s-2009, Estate lot from a Swiss family, in 13 stockbooks and packets, with mint & used
all world, noted Switzerland with face value as bought from the PO sorted in glassines in envelopes by
year from 1991-2009 with 2-3 of each, some older sheets/part sheets incl. PAX low values, small group
of classic covers incl. 1880s covers from Switzerland and France to Moscow and vice-versa, 1934
ILLUSTRATED COVER FROM WATCHMAKER IN BANGKOK, 1925 Philippines airmail covers, Swiss
Soldier stamp cover, beer mat sent from Munich with Swiss postage dues, worth a closer look.


All World: 1880-1980s, ASIA collection in 19 albums including Afghanistan with some 1940’s covers,
Bhutan covers and FDC, Brunei, Cambodia including covers, Labuan, Laos, Mongolia, Nepal, North
Borneo, Philippines, Portuguese India incl. 1890’s stationery, French Indochina & Vietnam; the lot with
some useful covers and FDC’s noted, condition generally fine.

2’000 - 4’000

750 - 1’000

1’000 - 2’000

300 - 600

1’500 - 3’000

600 - 1’200

800 - 1’600

300 - 400
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32040ex
32065ex

32070ex

32091ex
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32084ex

32093ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32033

DCE / View the image/s online

32034

CC C H DCE

32035

CC C H G F J

32036

F / View the image/s online

200 - 300

32037

CC C H F / 308

400 - 600

32038

C H G F



400 - 800

32039

F / View the image/s online

200 - 300

32040

F / 308

200 - 300

32041

CC C DCE

32042

CC C DCE

32043

C H F DCE / View the image/s online

All World: 1880s-1960s, folder with perfins from Australia, Spain, Italy, Austria, GB, Canada etc. on 13
pages and further 19 pages with miscellaneous labels, poster stamps and cinderellas, please inspect.


All World: 1880s-1970s All world in 3 large boxes.



All World: 1882-1975, Collection of the world contained in two albums and several loose pages,
predominately mint stamps and also used with the several covers, noted good selection of KGVI
Nyasaland such as SG143 £1, SG142 10s, other countries including Cayman Islands, Cyprus, strong in
modern GB including face value postage (high values) also spotted interesting parcel tags franked with
Kings issues, a range of material with the odd scarcer item, 1859 1s deep green cape of Good Hope
triangular with four margins, Australia, an interesting selection worth closer inspection.
All World: 1883-1969ca., Group of 132 all world illustrated POSTAL STATIONERY cards, some
duplication, noted Argentina, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Greece, etc.
All World: 1890-1965ca, Far East, ranges in six stockbooks, principally China from earlies to PRC,
noted 1967 Labour Day two covers with different singles values (alas one cover is torn in half otherwise
complete), some Japan including later mint.
All World: 1890-2000 Collection in ca.100 albums, stockbooks and approval books in five large
boxes, many thousands of stamps, covers and postcards, completely unchecked, some early but
predominately modern used, noted nice selection of Reunion Island stamps mint and used, strong
in Europe including France, Belgium and Great Britain and Germany WWII, also Australia, South
America, Asia, undoubtedly scarce material to be found and perfect lot for breaking down into smaller
assemblages, viewing recommended.
All World: 1892-1956, Group of 110 all world MARITIME covers/cards with diverse cancels, incl. strong
Italy, mostly addressed to Switzerland.
All World: 1896-1920s, group of 25 covers cards going to or from Japan, incl. Macao 3a on 20r postal
stationery card, Russia 10k arms to Seoul in Korea, Austria incl. parcel card, Venezuela, Italy, Germany
incl. Bremen-New York maritime cancel, Poland, France, etc., an interesting group.


All World: 1900s-2000s, Part 1 of a giant dealer’s stock of around 25’000 stockcards of mint stamps,
with a wide range of countries and a great source of thematics, catalogue value of between €10 and
€500 per card, already mounted and ready for scanning so a fantastic opportunity for a retailer on ebay
to create thousands of listings.


All World: 1900s-2000s, Part 2 of a giant dealer’s stock of around 25’000 stockcards of mint stamps,
with a wide range of countries and a great source of thematics, catalogue value of between €10 and
€500 per card, already mounted and ready for scanning so a fantastic opportunity for a retailer on ebay
to create thousands of listings.
All World: 1900-90ca ranges, noted China incl. 1990 presentation booklet, small group of interesting
covers incl. M.E.F., other Middle East and Asia.

Estimate (€)

100 - 200

300 - 400

400 - 600

20’000 - 26’000

20’000 - 26’000

150 - 200
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32044

CC J

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

3’400 - 4’000



All World: 1903-2012, stock of diverse mostly modern material, mostly in sheets or large multiples, incl.
Yemen gold stamps, French territories, Monaco special sheets, Mongolia 1959 1T mint duplication in
blocks, thematic interest (birds, space, etc.), a good internet retailer lot (STC €172’500).
32045

30’000 - 40’000



CC C DCE

All World: 1910s-2010s, dealer’s stock in 20 archive boxes with duplicated mint stamps, with a wide
range of countries and a great source of thematics, already mounted and ready for scanning so a
fantastic opportunity for a retailer on ebay to create thousands of listings, stated to catalogue more
than €1’000’000.

32046

3’000 - 6’000



CC C H L

All World: 1914-45, Europe and all world collection in 13 volumes and folders of only the “new
countries” created by WWI and WWII occupations, the Versailles Treaty and the various Plebiscite,
incl. “Vuja-STT” mini sheets, good Fiume, Italian Occupation of Lubiana incl. rare sets like Sass.42-56
mint n.h. signed Raybaudi (Sass. €12’000), Laibacj German Occupation (many signed BPP), a section
of Japanese Occupations incl. China and Malaya, a strong section of Slovenia and Croatia with
valuable sets expertised, Romanian occupations, Italian occupation of Trentino, early Yugoslavia,
Triest incl. the rare Italy GNR set signed Raybaudi, Montenegro good sets, Italian Aegean islands,
Poland local post on Germania, Western Ukraine, Thailand WW2, North Borneo, Brunei Japanese
Occ., etc., majority of the stamps are in very fine condition, a collection with high potential and should
be viewed as some forgeries spotted.
32047



CC C F DCE

300 - 500

All World: 1915-90, Collection of cinderellas in 3 albums, with mostly French anti-tuberculosis,
USA Christmas stamps, also some USA expo vignettes, incl. booklets, covers, sheets, etc., an
attractive lot.

32048

CC C H



All World: 1920-90, Sports thematic collection, mostly mint n.h., showing a wide array of countries in
24 albums, incl. min.sheets, booklets, etc., a wonderful basis for expansion.
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600 - 1’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32049

CC C J S

Cat. n°



All World: 1929-1970 Old-time authentic collection housed in 34 folders and neatly mounted and
written up on more than 3880 album pages originating from a fresh source that has not seen the light
of day for over 40 years.

Estimate (€)

50’000 - 70’000

Due to the collection being so very well preserved the colours are crisp and vibrant, and the gum is
post office fresh.
Showing a wealth of mostly mint in the early years and with mint n.h. generally found in the later years,
an extensive array of sets and singles from a wide variety of countries throughout the world, with Latin
America, Asia, Europe and British Empire well represented including a very valuable range of Specimen
or Muestra either overprinted on perforated.
Strength in the British Empire with much completion throughout including George V, George VI, and
Queen Elizabeth II, showing many of the key sets perforated SPECIMEN, Europe with particularly
valuable and or attractive Austria, France and French Colonies, Spain, and Russia etc., Latin America
with much completion including some useful sets with Muestra, Middle East including valuable ranges
of Iran and Iraq also many sets with Specimen overprints, the rest of the world is also present especially
Asia with wonderful China & Japan.
Highlights include Austria Renner sheets, Bermuda SG 121 perforated Specimen, Falkland Islands
1919 Whale & Penguin & Centenary sets both perforated Specimen, Iceland 1933 Hopflug set, Iraq
1931 Faisal set to 25r and Official set to 25r both perforated Specimen, Iran 1942-46 Shah Pahlavi
set of 32 to 200r (Sc.$6’789), Iran 1930-35 array of set overprinted Specimen, fine ranges of British
Malayan States throughout especially Kelantan 1937 set to $5 perforated Specimen, plus British Empire
Omnibus complete sets including 1935 Silver Jubilee and 1937 Coronation with perforated Specimen,
also 1948 Silver Wedding.
Collections of this nature in such quality and freshness are extremely seldom offered on the open
market. generally very fresh and extremely fine (10’000’s)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32050

CC C J S

Cat. n°



All World: 1929-1971 Old-time authentic collection housed in 59 folders and neatly mounted and
written up on 4450 album pages originating from a fresh source that has not seen the light of day for
over 40 years.
Due to the collection being so very well preserved the colours are crisp and vibrant, and the gum is
post office fresh.
Showing a wealth of mostly all mint n.h. throughout but some mint present, an extensive array of set
and singles from a wide variety of countries throughout the world, with Latin America, China, Europe
and British Empire well represented including a very valuable range of Specimen or Muestra ovpts.
Strength in the British Empire with much completion throughout including George V, George VI, and
Queen Elizabeth II, showing many of the key sets perforated SPECIMEN, Europe with particularly
valuable and or attractive Austria, France and French Colonies, Spain, and Russia etc., Latin America
with much completion including some useful sets with Muestra, the rest of the world is also present
especially China & Japan.
Highlights include Austria Renner sheets, Bermuda SG 121 perforated Specimen, Falkland Islands
1919 Whale & Penguin & Centenary sets both perforated Specimen, Iceland 1933 Hopflug set, Iraq
1931 Faisal set to 25r and Official set to 25r both perforated Specimen, Iran 1942-46 Shah Pahlavi
set of 32 to 200r (Sc.$6’789), Iran 1930-35 array of set overprinted Specimen, fine ranges of British
Malayan States throughout especially Kelantan 1937 set to $5 perforated Specimen, plus British Empire
Omnibus complete sets including 1935 Silver Jubilee and 1937 Coronation with perforated Specimen,
also 1948 Silver Wedding.
Collections of this nature in such quality and freshness are extremely seldom offered on the open
market. generally very fresh and extremely fine (10’000’s).
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Estimate (€)

65’000 - 85’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32051

CC J / View the image/s online

All World: 1943-1967 Old-time authentic collection neatly presented on 255 stock pages originating
from a fresh source that has not seen the light of day for over 40 years, hence the colours are crisp and
vibrant, and the gum is post office fresh, showing a wealth of mint n.h. airmail stamps all depicting a
range of themes including predominantly birds and aviation and much more.

Estimate (€)

4’000 - 7’000

An extensive array of set and singles from a wide variety of countries throughout the world, strength
in British Empire especially the set of Queen Elizabeth, also some with Specimen or Muestra ovpts,
plus British Empire Omnibus complete sets including 1947 Victory perforated Specimen, 1948 Silver
Wedding, 1949 UPU Anniversary and 1953 Coronation, generally very fresh and extremely fine (1000s).

32052

CC



All World: 1943-1972 Old-time authentic collection neatly presented on 284 stock pages originating
from a fresh source that has not seen the light of day for over 40 years.

7’000 - 10’000

Due to the collection being so very well preserved, the colours are crisp and vibrant, and the gum is
post office fresh. It shows a wealth of mint and mint n.h. throughout, an extensive array of sets and
singles from a wide variety of countries throughout the world. Strength in British Empire George VI, and
Queen Elizabeth II, showing many of the key sets perforated SPECIMEN, Europe, Latin America, Middle
East and Asia are all represented.
Collections of this nature in such quality and freshness are extremely seldom offered on the open
market. generally very fresh and extremely fine (1000’s).
32053

CC / View the image/s online

750 - 1’500

32054

CC / View the image/s online

2’000 - 3’000

32055

CC / View the image/s online

750 - 1’500

All World: 1943-1975 Old-time authentic collection of Charity Issues neatly presented on 57 stock
pages originating from a fresh source that has not seen the light of day for over 40 years, hence the
colours are crisp and vibrant, and the gum is post office fresh, showing a wealth of mint nh airmail
stamps all depicting a range of themes including predominantly birds and Aviation, an extensive array
of set and singles from a wide variety of countries throughout the world, including some with Specimen
or Muestra ovpts, generally very fresh and extremely fine (1000’s)
All World - Airmails: 1943-1971 Old-time authentic collection neatly presented on 100 stock pages
originating from a fresh source that has not seen the light of day for over 40 years, hence the colours
are crisp and vibrant, and the gum is post office fresh, showing a wealth of mint n.h. airmail stamps all
depicting a range of themes including animals, aviation, birds, butterflies, fish, football, Olympic games,
plants, sport an extensive array of set and singles from a wide variety of countries throughout the world,
including some with Specimen or Muestra ovpts, generally very fresh and extremely fine (1000’s)
All World - Religion: 1948-1974, Old-time authentic thematic collection neatly presented on 36 stock
pages originating from a fresh source that has not seen the light of day for over 40 years, hence the
colours are crisp and vibrant, and the gum is post office fresh, showing a wealth of mint nh stamps all
depicting the Christian Religious theme, an extensive array of set and singles from a wide variety of
countries through the world, generally very fresh and extremely fine (1000’s)
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32056

CC

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

2’400 - 3’000



All World: 1950s-2000s, Birds thematic mint n.h. collection in 21 albums, hingeless album pages by
country A-Z with a wide range of issues, an attractive array of stamps, very fine and fresh condition,
stated to catalogue €32’000.
32057

300 - 500



CC C P

All World: 1955-1989, Group of two collections, one with face value material Switzerland, the other
in 3 preprinted FILABO albums with 1982 FIFA World Cup including miniature sheets and imperforate
stamps, a nice lot.
32058

600 - 1’000

CC J / View the image/s online

All World: 1960-2013, Large box with various duplications mostly with material neatly mounted and
mint n.h., very high catalogue, to be viewed.
32059

CC

2’400 - 3’000



All World: 1970s-2019 Giant assembly neatly mounted in 18 binders with also year issue books from
different European countries with useful face value for a total over €7’400 according to the vendor, a
great lot of modern philately, ideal for a dealer to break it down.

32060

CC C H G F J DCE M L DFE



4’000 - 7’000

Afghanistan: 1872-1930, Extensive, valuable, and specialised collection neatly mounted and written
up in German on over 235 album pages or stockpages, showing a small array of Tiger heads including
1874-75 1r black unused strip of five, but strength in later issues 1889 to 1940, showing, mint, used,
shades, cancellations, multiples, complete sheets, tete-beche pairs, errors and varieties with imperf.
between pairs, much duplication, plus a fine array of commercial usages, also some useful officials,
parcel post and fiscal issue, some usual faults, generally very fine, an excellent basis for study and
expansion (1000’s of stamps).
32061

F / View the image/s online

150 - 200

Afghanistan: 1880-1949, Group of 13 covers incl. three native covers, 1909 1a blue on three covers,
1a carmine-rose on cover, and six 1948-49 covers to Chaman, a few roughly opened, interesting lot.
32062

CC C H



150 - 300

Aland, Faröe Islands, Grönland: 1915-1995, Collection in one Leuchtturm album showing a good start
with some medium and good values and most of the modern sets.
32063

F / View the image/s online

200 - 300

CC C / View the image/s online

150 - 250

F / 308

150 - 200

Albania: 1914-41, Group of 12 covers/stationery addressed to Switzerland incl. three 1940/41
Occupation issues, majority commercial mail incl. three postal stationery cards, scarce thus.
32064

Ascension: 1924-1956, Collection of mint stamps (84), covering KGV through to QEII, noted 1924
SG15a with broken main mast variety (has faint diagonal crease), 1924 SG18a with the same variety
(SG £400), SG17 with cleft rock variety, some sets and parts sets, some duplication, in fine to very fine
condition, a useful lot.
32065

Austria: 1889-1913, HOTEL POST group of 12 covers with hotel illustrations and advertising incl. one
with matching letterhead, mostly fine.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32066

CC C / View the image/s online

600 - 800

F / View the image/s online

150 - 200

F / View the image/s online

150 - 200

Estimate (€)

Austria: 1908-2005, Collection of mint stamps, set out on pages by catalogue issue beginning with
a complete set of ANK139 to156, then patchy with gaps although there are many sets particularly in
the modern period where it is fairly comprehensive, noted 1946 Dr Renner mini sheets issue mint n.h.
(ANK772-775), also 1956 unaccepted Mozart essay in green printed on card signed by Wimmer, plenty
of face value and commemoratives specials, a sizeable lot worth closer inspection.
32067

Balkans: 1887-1951, Group of 64 covers/cards from Bosnia, Montenegro, Serbia and Yugoslavia, incl.
parcels cards, POW mail, KuK Military Post, etc.
32068

Baltics: 1919-58 Group of 44 covers from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania all addressed to Switzerland,
noted some large multiples (Estonia), Lithuania parcel card
32069

CC C H F

400 - 600



Barbados: 1873-1970, Collection in one album of mainly mint stamps, some used as well as covers, a
number of complete sets including n.h., such as specimen set of SG116s to SG124s (SG £275), set of 7
SG145 to SG151 and 1s value used with “Official Paid” cds, large piece of registered envelope franked
with 3s green and violet and 2s purple and blue tied by cds (SG £200 of cover), plus set of the same
issue mint, and used examples of the high values (SG170 to SG180), specimen set SG201 to SG212
n.h., large blocks and specimen of SG240 1d carmine, attractive stampless cover cancelled with an
attractive and very fine strike of the “Paid at Barbados” circular with crown on top, hundreds of stamps,
condition good to very fine, a useful lot.
32070

600 - 800

CC C H G F J / 308

Barbados: 1900-1965, Collection of postage due stamps on and off cover (22) arranged in two stock
books and also a postal stationery and covers (32) assortment contained on 20 pages, the postage
dues selection includes some unique covers and spectacular examples, the contemporary 1960s
covers are exhibition quality and extremely rare (commercially used), it is also a comprehensive
arrangement of mint and used examples, blocks, large multiples, including complete sheet of 60,
D4-D6 in used blocks of four, specimen sets (perf and violet hs), varieties, many interesting and rare
usages of postage dues, noted D1-D3 on a 1947 cover to USA, postal stationery comprises unused
and used as well a specimen example, a magnificent and valuable assembly that will reward the
diligent viewer.

32071

CC C H G F S DFE



600 - 800

Barbuda: 1921-1975, Collection in one stock book, comprising many scarce and interesting items,
including mint and used stamps, a specimen set, covers, large blocks, plate corner marginals and
cds pieces, noted; 1921 Antigua £1 purple and black cancelled by a Barbuda cds, very fine and
attractive (SG £400), 1938 Leeward Island set of 13 to £1 on a philatelic cover (light stain to front) used
in Barbuda, St Lucia postage dues used on two Barbuda covers (D1 and D2) as well as unused singles,
a remarkable 1935 set of Silver Jubilee issues on first day registered “Antigua/Barbuda” with Barbuda
cds, also “official-Paid Barbuda” datestamp and cds proof strike on piece from post office records
dated JY 12 19223, many other unusual and scarce items, in mostly fine condition just the odd fault,
and many very fine to superb examples, viewing highly recommended.
32072

CC C H P S / View the image/s online

300 - 600

Bechuanaland: 1885-1961, Collection of stamps mint and used, including part set of 12 values SG10
to SG19 with duplicates in unused condition, also several used examples some with scarce postmarks
such as “638” Bonc, 10s green imperforate plate proof with “Cancelled” overprint, selection of SG3337 and 1919 seahorses with overprint one (SG84a) with RPSL certificate (1970), other complete mint
sets KGVI and QEII, also noted SG172 with a major shift in the black, an interesting and valuable lot,
worth closer inspection.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32073

CC C H G F DCE L

32074

F DFE

32075

F / View the image/s online

120 - 150

32076

CC P / View the image/s online

150 - 200

32077

CC J / View the image/s online

200 - 300



Belgian Congo: 1886-1960, Mint, used and postal history collection beautifully mounted in 8 albums,
mostly specialised in the 1895-1908 “Mols” period, but also incl. Angola 50R with blue Banana cds,
1886 50c proof, 1887 50c & 5F with “SPECIMEN” hs, complete left hand pane of 50 of the 50c, the
1894-1908 issues with different perfs, plated positions, forged cancels, mint multiples, plate flaws,
shades, some usages on postcards on the 10c/15c, 1F carmine mint compound perf.14.5-15 and
compound perf.12-14 showing frame re-entry, 5F used block of 16, postage dues, album of the
different “CONGO BELGE” type ovpts incl. various certificates with mint & used incl. multiples and
postage dues, 1910 issue incl. complete sheets and again with identified flaws and positions, 1915
issue incl. complete sheetlets, 1925 incl. trial surcharge on 10c, “COLONIAS” Portuguese specimen
hs on fives values, 1922 issue incl. 10c on 5c block with misplaced surch. in corner block of 9 with
surch omitted on one, inv. surcharges, 1923 0,25 on 30c on 10c double surcharge on philatelic
cover, 1923-24 and 1925-27 Specimens, 1928 Stanley issue with 1920s & 30s covers and cards
with various cancels, 1940s imperfs and a proof, airmail issues, plus balance lot on stockpages and
in packets incl. Independent Congo, Zaire postal history, Ruanda-Urundi, etc., 3 items of philatelic
literature, a fantastic study and a real labour of love, a great lot for turning into an exhibit collection
and expanding further.


Belgian Congo: 1886-1955, Collection of postcards and postal stationery, with 71 unused picture
postcards (pre-1930), 36 used postal stationery picture cards (some missing stamps), 60 unused postal
stationery cards and reply cards, and 12 covers & a front incl. official mail, airmails, registered and
aerogrammes, a good lot.
Belgium: 1847-1950, 33 selected covers addressed to Switzerland with a fine range of frankings,
registered, high values, etc.
Belgium: 1865-1905, Group of proofs/imperfs/specimens incl. 1865-66 Leopold 1st 10c reimpression
in grey on sheetlet (Stes RP101); 1866-67 Small Lion group of 6 incl. 2c adopted, four 6c and 8c
unadopted, 1907 Arms set of three reimpressions (Stes 2421-23), 1905 Large beard imperf. 25c
(2), 35c (1 with Spécimen) and two 1F, and Newspaper stamps 1928 mint n.h. set of 18 with
“SPECIMEN” overprint.
Belgium: 1950-1967, Small mint group incl. 1950 Heysel mint selection incl. two sets in blocks
of four, 1952 Verhaeren et Conscience in mint n.h. corner marginal blocks of four, 1963 Transport
Conference in 10 sheetlets, 1967 1F Ypres & 1F Spontin on phosphorescent paper in blocks of four
(COB €1’700+).

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Estimate (€)

5’000 - 10’000

600 - 800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32078

CC C J

32079

CC C J / View the image/s online

32080

CC J

32081

C H DCE

32082

H DCE

32083

CC C F / View the image/s online



Benelux: 1849-2003, Collection with 5 albums of Belgium and one Luxembourg, the Belgium incl.
some early proofs/specimens, better sets such as Orval 10F+40F mint, 1932 set to Mercier 10F mint,
Luxembourg incl. many sheets of stamps and souvenir sheets such as the 1921 15c sheetlet (4) and
1923 10F green, a fresh and fine to very fine collection.
Bermuda: 1887-1963, Collection of mint stamps, comprising sets, part sets, with singles, strong in
KGV, condition is mostly very fine, some high values and better sets, noted the 1897 set of 9 SG116 to
SG124a, as well as the 1906 SG34 to SG42, attractive selection, ideal for expansion, a must view lot.


Bolivia: 1920s-1950s giant lot of full sheets / souvenir sheets incl. 1923 Perkins 2b definitive ca. 4’000
copies (39 full sheets plus strips), various Sports, Music (national hymn), Pan-American Games, many
s/s in sealed original packs, sets on illustrated FDI sheets ect., clean condition, giant catalogue value,
seldom offered this.


Brazil: 1844-1990s, Mostly used collection in 7 printed albums, the beginning with many forgeries,
good deal of completion.


Brazil: 1845-1953, Collection in one Leuchtturm album with used stamps from the classics including
1845 “Inclinados” 300r unused (small repair)
S.G. 1-166

British Antarctic Territory: 1963-88 collection on 14 album pages, mint n.h., including complete sets,
plus SCARR XXIV meeting, 1966 first day cover, and additionally has a six page collection of Falkland
Islands Dependencies stamps (83 mint) almost complete.

Estimate (€)

2’000 - 3’000

200 - 500

800 - 1’400

3’000 - 6’000

100 - 200

70 - 100
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32084

CC C H F DCE S / 308

Estimate (€)

400 - 800

British Empire & GB: 1840-1970s, Mixed lot with three covers incl. very fine four-margin penny black
cover, stamps with noted Trinidad 1854-57 (1d) deep purple mint block of 8, mint Canada incl. 1897
50c, Ceylon incl. KGV 100R grey SPECIMEN, Dominica, Northern Nigeria, Rhodesia incl. cover piece
with Double Heads, etc., very useful lot for a dealer.

32085

CC C H G



600 - 1’000

British Empire: 1840-1950, Collection contained within two albums comprising mint and used stamps,
selection of Queen Victoria line engraved, noted five penny blacks, three with four margins (faults), 1d
red plate numbers assembled from plates 71 to 225 (latter trimmed perfs on side), various other surface
printed and later issues, also five Cape of Good Hope triangulars (one 1d, two 4d, one 6d and one
1/) mixed condition, Ionian Islands 1859 1/2d orange mint, mint British Forces in Egypt letter stamp
(SGA10), strong in British Empire George V and George VI, mostly fine some very fine, worthy of closer
inspection as rarer can be found, a decent lot for breaking down for internet sales.
32086

CC F / View the image/s online

70 - 100

British Empire: 1889-1940s, Mixed group with five unfranked India covers (1889-1910) with postage
due hs, and three stockcards of mainly mint n.h. stamps and sets from KGVI to QEII incl. Falkland island
Dependencies, Pacific Islands, Aden, etc.
32087

CC C H F



200 - 300

British Empire: 1840-1903, Group of on stockcards and pochettes including 1840 1d. black on
cover and 2 used ex. with one 4 margins with a very discrete horizontal fold, specimens and perfins,
a pleasant lot.
32088

CC C H G / View the image/s online

1’000 - 1’500

British Empire: 1840-1950 Attractive estate lot of mint and used in six stockbooks, showing strength
in mint George VI collection housed in three large blue stock books with many complete or part sets,
plus three smaller stock books mixed mint and used from GB 1d black etc., mixed to very fine (100’s)
(SG £9’500+).

32089

CC C



British Empire: 1851-1960s, A fabulous predominantly mint collection on hagner leaves from Queen
Victoria to KGVI with a large percentage of the stamps mint NH, including Bahamas with 1938-52 1/block of four and 5/- blocks of four (2), Canada including 1935 set in imprint blocks of six the 50c. and
$1 in blocks of 8, 1935 silver Jubilee set in imperf pairs, Cayman islands to 1962 including 1953-52 set
to £1 and 1962-64 set to £1 (2), Ceylon with misc values and sets from 1861 including 1861-64 1d. light
blue mint (some creasing) 1866 3d. rose pair, 1931 20r, Cyprus including 1921-23 values to 45pi, 192428 1/4pi. to 90pi. set overprinted “Specimen”, and £1 as issued, 1955-60 set of 15 to £1 (3), Dominica
1903-52 including 1903-07 set to 5/- 1907-08 set to 5/-, 1908-20 set to 5/-, 1923-33 set to £1, Hong
Kong from 1880-1998, including 1922-27 set to $1 with CHINA overprint, 1938-52 set to $10 (3 $10
green & violet), including various multiples, 1962 set of 6 progressive plate proofs imperf., Kuwait 1923
values to 10r., Newfoundland 1923-24 set to 24c., 1928 set to 30c., 1931 set to 30c North Borneo misc
values, Tristan da Cunha, 1960 set in block of four, Sarawak set to $3, Sierra Leone 1903 various values
to £1, Trinidad 1851-1935 misc values including 1896 set to £1 overprinted Specimen; generally very
fine a great fresh lot with viewing highly recommended.
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8’000 - 10’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32090

H F / View the image/s online

32091

F / 308

32092

CC C H / View the image/s online

32093

F / 308

32094

CC C H

32095

CC C H

British Empire: 1864-1940s, Small mixed lot of British Commonwealth incl. “India Postage Stamps” booklet
with set to 1R, Transvaal mint 1902 to 5s incl. 2s, Zanzibar, Zanzibar 1896 mint to 2R etc., mixed condition.
British Empire: 1866-78, Group of three covers incl. Jamaica 1860-70 1d bisect on circular (needs
restoration, cert. Bloch, S.G. £750), Queensland 1875 cover to England with 2d Chalon vert. strip of
three from Rockhampton and Mauritius 1878 cover to France with 25c on 6d.
British Empire: 1878-1968, collection contained in four old time red Simplex albums, from early to
1960’s, including mint and used many complete sets, some n.h., noted scarcer values, high catalogue
value in excess of £22000, conditional generally fine with many very fin, closer inspection recommended.
British Empire: 1891-1954, Group of 58 covers/cards all addressed to Switzerland incl. 8 different
Tonga picture postal stationery cards, Ireland, etc.



British Empire: 1914-22 GRI, G.E.A. etc. overprints specialized collection of allied occupation of former
German colonies by British, Belgian, French and Portuguese occupations mounted on pages in two
albums, majority in mint condition. The first album has the G.E.A. overprints on British East Africa
and Uganda issued in German East Africa, Urundi overprints, Kionga, Mafia, the British and French
occupations of Cameroon including the good C.E.F. overprint set on German “Kamerun”, the scarce
“Occupation Francaise en Cameroun” set signed Koehler. The second album showing the “Togo AngloFrench Occuption” overprint including the rare 1 Mark Michel 20II signed Bothe BPP with only 40 printed,
the GRI overprints on “Deutsch-Neuguinea” including a number of the rare GRI registration labels, also
Marshall islands, Samoa etc. A number of the stamps are signed by renowned experts including Pascal
Scheller. Accurate viewing highly recommended as some forgeries may be found throughout.



British Empire: 1883-1965, Collection contained in five stockbooks, covering Ascension, Falkland Islands
and Dependencies, St Helena, Tristan Da Cunha, also a selection of other regions on 17 stockcards including
British Solomon Islands, Gambia, Trinidad, and St Kitts, noted cleft rock, torn flag and broken mast varieties,
condition is fine to very fine, with just one with flaws, a decent lot for further expansion or resale.

Estimate (€)

30 - 50

100 - 150

3’000 - 5’000

300 - 500

4’000 - 8’000

800 - 1’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32096

CC C H J

Cat. n°



Estimate (€)

200 - 300

British Empire: 1935 Silver Jubilee group of four items with extra flagstaff variety, incl. Gibraltar 2d
Hong Kong 5c corner marginal vertical pair (S.G. £275+), Gold Coast 6d mint n.h. (£250), and Gibraltar
2d mint n.h. lower left corner marginal block of four (£75+) and 6d mint (S.G. £275), fine to very fine.
32097

C H / View the image/s online

700 - 900

CC C J / View the image/s online

300 - 500

British Guiana: 1862-1982 Collection of stamps on 34 album pages, with 314 mint and 195 used items,
numerous mint n.h. and used series, such as the 1882, 1889, 1889-91, 1890-1, 1907, 1913-5 and
others, plus railway post offices, mail steam boats and scarce postmarks, clean and well organised with
a number of high values, worthy of closer inspection, a very popular region (S.G. £4’500+).
32098

British Guiana: 1889-1966, Collection of mint stamps in sets (7) including 1938 specimen set of 12
SG308s to SG319s, also specimen set of 11 for SG259s to SG269s, additionally a 1966, British Guiana
stamps overprinted, 12c brown and black, imperforate plate proof black of four, printed on gummed
paper n.h., large even margins, vibrant colour very fine, plus the 1889 set of ten SG193 to SG205, and
others, a fine selection in very fine condition.

32099



CC C H

800 - 1’200

British Honduras: 1891-1953, Selection of mint stamps (105), including set of 1891 SG51 to SG65,
as well as the specimen set of the same, the specimen set of 7 SG36s to SG42s, the set of 9 SG84 to
SG91, as well as others, a decent group in fine to very fine condition.
32100

CC J



4’000 - 8’000

British West Indies: 1984-85, Inverted centres collection of 100 imperf. sheets of 25 or 50 examples, from
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Nevis, Grenadines of St. Vincent, BVI and Montserrat, with thematics incl. aeroplanes,
cricket, Olympic Games, classic cards, history, flowers, trains, Michael Jackson, Queen Elizabeth and
Royal family, priced in the Michel “Karibische Iseln” which is included, and at €150 to €300 per stamp the
estimated catalogue value is €800’000+, incl. a set of photocopies of Roger Calves certificates.
32101

C H DCE / View the image/s online

100 - 200

F / View the image/s online

150 - 200

Bulgaria: 1882-95, Mint & used selection on 8 stockpages with better postage dues from the 1884 to
1895 issues, mixed to fine.
32102

Bulgaria: 1882-1959 Group of 99 covers with a good section of postal stationery incl. early, uprated,
cancel interest, several to Argentina.
32103

CC C H G F J DCE / View the image/s online

Bulgaria: 1934-1971 Attractive specialised and extensive collection neatly mounted and written up
on hundreds of specially prepared album pages, showing strength in postal history with philatelic and
commercial usages, general issues including perf. variations, imperforates, plus array of other minor
varieties, generally fresh, very fine and a wonderful assembly (100’s and covers)
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800 - 1’400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32104

CC C

32105

G S / View the image/s online

32106

CC C

32107

CC C H G DCE



Canada: 1859-1937 Mint and used collection in two blue Davo boxed album, including a good range of
the Jubilee issue mint and used , large and small queens including 1/2d. pair with offset on reverse and
a range of later issues, the second album including Nova Scotia 1851-60 3d. blue shades (4), 1857-64
1d. black plate proof block of four on thick card, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick a good lot
for expansion, viewing essential.
Cape Verde: Vasco de Gama 1913 Issue Timor: Two fragments each with eight different surcharged
issues all tied by UPU Specimen cachets in red of Madagascar, very fine and a scarce group.



Ceylon: 1857-1949 mint and used collection in a blue Davo boxed album, highlights including many
better Victorian stamps, 1857-59 4. dull rose, 9d. purple brown, 1/9d. green and 2/- dull blue used,
1861-64 selection of values to 2/-1863-66 8d. reddish brown mint block of four, 1872-80 imperf.
marginal pairs to 96c. overprinted cancelled (7) revenues and postal stationery cut outs KEDVII with
issues to 10r mint; KGV to 20r mint; generally good to fine with careful viewing recommended.


Ceylon: 1857-1997, Accumulation in 7 large boxes in albums, stockbooks, packets, folders, balance
collections, etc., incl. covers with 1930s first flight airmails, postal stationery, meter frankings in several
cover albums and loose, FDCs from 1947, collection of used and unused telegrams, mint from 1980s
onwards mounted in albums, mini sheets, 10 folders of complete sheets from 1960s to modern, KGV
mint blocks incl. War Stamps in large blocks, noted some errors and varieties incl. two 1-frame exhibit
collections on the 1966 Jungle Fowl 60c and 1974 PM Bandaranaike, stored in a tropical climate so
stamps varyingly affected by toning, a great lot to sort through.

Estimate (€)

7’000 - 9’000

200 - 300

6’000 - 8’000

1’000 - 2’000

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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32134

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32108

CC C H A P M

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

5’000 - 8’000



Ceylon: 1862-1982, Specialised collection in 15 albums in a large box, 1861 4d deep rose-red unused,
then from 1862 issues onwards with unused and used Perkins Bacon issues, mixed condition but
some items bought from SG incl. 1863-66 8d unused with re-entry, 1863-65 1d imperf. proof pair,
wmk varieties with reverse wmk throughout incl. on 9d unused, 1866-68 3d imperf., Service ovpts incl
imperf. 2s, 1872-80 issue incl. proofs and wmk inverted varieties incl. on unused 32c and 96c, 1882
20c on 16c with double “CENTS” used, 1883-98 with Specimens incl. 2c, 4c and 8c from the Natal
UPU archive (cert. BPA), 1885 issue incl. constant varieties (“CDNTS”) etc., 1888-90 issues with inv.
surcharges and double surcharges archive page from the Madagascar UPU collection with KEVII 5c &
6c (3 of each) tied by “COLLECTION DE BERNE” hs, 1912-25 incl. very fine 1000R Specimen, 192132 50R mint, scarce interpanneau vertical pairs, “SPECIMEN” ovpt on high values incl. 100R grey in
strip of three on piece from the Madagascar UPU archive, modern incl. page from the Courvoisier
archive with progressive proofs of the 1964 Jungle Fowl 60c, a dozen or so Toppan Printing Co.
presentation booklets incl. unadopted essays and proofs, plate varieties and surcharge varieties, etc.,
etc., has been stored in a tropical climate so some stamps affected, a fantastic collection left intact
for the benefit of the lucky buyer.
32109

H

100 - 150



Ceylon: 1872-1950’s Collection of cancellations in a stockbook ordered by the name of the city
from A to Y.
32110

2’000 - 3’000

H G F / 322

Ceylon - Cancellations: Collection of cancellations on QV issues in four albums mounted on
pages and ordered by numerals from 1-118 and letters A-I, with single stamps, covers and postal
stationery, incl. Chalon frankings such as 1858 cover with imperf. 1s from Colombo to London,
perf. 6d from Colombo to England, 1864 with perf. 6d from Badulla to London, 1865 cover from
Nuwaraeliya to Edinburgh with two 5d perf., most pages with an example of the cancel, etc., a great
lot for the specialist.
32111

F / 322

500 - 1’000

Ceylon - Postal Stationery: 1857-1960 Old time collection of envelopes, wrappers, reply cards,
registered stationery, district letter envelopes, letter cards, aerogrammes, postcards comprising mainly
unused, includes proofs, specimens, scarce uprated stationery, unusual destination and markings,
strong in Queen Victoria, although coverage throughout, much of it is unsorted, although includes a
nicely written-up 32 page display covering the 1857-1900 period, noted unused 1879 postcard 2c violet
on buff “Via Brindisi. / 12 cents.” overprint in black (faint diagonal crease top right not noticeable from the
front), unused 1944 KGVI 5 cents red postcard proof on thinner wove paper with apparent differences
to the issued card (front slightly affected by light), unused illustrated Christmas 1944 airgraph form with
“For Service Only” omitted and a sent airgraph envelope with contents, an accumulation built-up over
decades, viewing strongly recommended.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

32112

C H S M

32113

CC C H F DCE

Cat. n°



Ceylon - Revenues: 1862-1950s, Accumulation in 2 stockbooks and folders, incl. Revenues KGV 500R
(2), KGVI 500R used (faults), telegraphs with QV 1881 to 50R with SPECIMEN ovpts, a few KEVII
mint (toned), Foreign Bill large range of used issues, Stamp Duty incl. three 1872 100R on document,
50R unused, 1872 50c and 1R “CANCELLED” imperf. proofs, Judicial 1882 5c to 2R unused, from a
collector in Ceylon and hence stored in a humid climate so varyingly affected by toning, still a useful
mixture and well worth sorting through.



China: 1866-1949 mint and used superb collection in five large Lighthouse stockbooks. Vol. 1 is up to
1939 and starts with Shanghai Local Posts incl. four genuine large dragons, Customs Posts with Large
Dragons (27), Small Dragons (45), Dowager (36, incl. 19 mint with 30c x3), Imperial Posts surcharges
complete in both conditions (but not SG85), red revenues (14 incl. large 1 dollar mint and used), 1897
Tokyo print set mint and used, 1898 CIP set mint, 1900/06 CIP unwkd. set used, 1912 provisional
neutrality/China Republic (7, incl. 1c , 3c mint and 7c used), 1912 Commercial Press ovpt. mint and
used sets incl. local types and 10 pp. ovpt. varieties specialized, 1912 Waterlow mint and used cpl.,
Dr. Sun mint set with a clean $2, 1913 Waterlow cpl. sets mint and used, 1915/19 Peking print mint
and used cpl. sets incl. the elusive $20 with clear Harbin postmark ec.; Vol. 2 1940-49 mint and used
incl. 1949 Gold yuan surcharges set of 11 mint no gum as issued (SG 1183-93, Scott 937-47) and top
values (SG1191-1193, Scott 945-947) used with two certs Scheller (2022); Vol. 3 with provinces and
Japanese Occupation, incl. Sinkiang with $20 mint and used, Sinkiang air mails 5c 10c mint resp. 10c
15c used each signed Pascal Scheller; Vol. 4 JO continued, C.E.F. mint largely cpl., Manchoukuo mint
and used incl. 15f granite paper used;, Tibet 1911 set complete mint and used, both cert. Scheller
(2022). Supplemented by Tibet 1912-50 (26) and German leasehold Kiaochow mint and used (45) up to
$5. - “Swops” is an extra volume with a.o. Small Dragons used (38), Red Revenues (10 incl. four mint),
extensive ICP and CIP with blocks-4 and selected postmarks (NAMTAU bilingual with handwritten date
on piece), 1911 Tibet surcharges including a $1 mint. Detailed examination strongly recommended.
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Estimate (€)

300 - 500

25’000 - 35’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32114

CC C H G F

32115

CC C H F DCE

32116

CC C H F

32117

CC C H

32118

CC C

Cat. n°



China: 1878-1996 Collection in three albums and two folders predominately mint and use stamps
with a small group of covers, selection of early large and small dragons, treaty ports, also noted
German Post offices in China, Chinese provinces, good range of material through to the modern
period, condition mixed but in the main fine, high catalogue value, scarcer material to be found,
viewing recommended.


China: 1878-2008ca., mint and used accumulation in two stock books and on pages, stockcards and
in bags, incl. souvenir sheets Camellias T37, Qui Baishi T44 mint never hinged, Chrysanthemums S44
(I-III) mounted mint, to be inspected.



China: 1888-1949, mint and used collection on pages and stock cards, including mint complete sets of
1894 dowager, 1912 Statistical Office ovpt. first mount, 1912 Dr. Sun and Yuan Shi-kai, 1932 Northwest
expedition first mount very light hinge; dues, provinces etc., generally clean, merits inspection (STC
Michel 2020 ca. €13’500).


China: 1890s-1984, Small stockbook with various mint & used values incl. PRC with some mint sets/
values from 1979-84.


China: 1940s mint stamps on three A5 stockcards incl. Republic, Central China, WWII Japanese
Occupation, Mandchukuo, etc., more than 100 stamps mainly in very fine mint n.h. condition.

The currency of the auction is the Euro.

Estimate (€)

1’500 - 2’000

2’000 - 3’000

2’000 - 3’000

50 - 80

100 - 150

€
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32119

CC C H

Cat. n°



China, Peoples Republic: 1949-2002, mint and used collection/accumulation on pages, stock
cards and two stockbooks including many better mint never hinged or no gum as issued incl.
S56 butterflies, S54 children imperf., S57 Huangshan, S61 C106 anniversary strip of three nonfold, C115 war, S59 Panda imperf., S61 peonies, S65 Yenan (2), S67 petrol industry, S69 apes
imperf. S73 Jinggangshan, S74 PLA, W1 theses in single copies, W2 theses, Paris commune
N8 (7), N9 (2), ballet N53/56 (4), machinery N78/81, T28 horses s/s (2), or mounted mint S38
goldfish, S44 chrysanthemum, S57 Huangshan; used W1 singles set, W3 set etc. careful
inspection recommended.

32120

C H F / View the image/s online

32121

CC

32122

C H

32123

CC C H DCE P

China: 1959-63, “Les Timbres-Poste de la République Populaire de Chine” (Postage Stamps of the PR
China) ed. Foreign Language Publishers Peking with actual stamps (mint or used) pasted inc. s/s 1955
C33 mint 1958 C47 mint. Added are 1st printing sets C1, C4.


China: 1981-2003, PRC souvenir sheets, booklets and sheetlets small accumulation in a folder (Scott
1678a/3437, STC $692) (45).


China - Russian & French Offices: Mint and used selection on five stockpages/album pages, with
Russia incl. 73 stamps and France with 56 stamps (STC Scott 2018 $726).


Cuba: 1899-1959, collection in large volume, beginning with USA Military issues, some in larger blocks;
later issues are well represented including miniature sheets and Airmail issues. An appealing lot with
much of interest.
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Estimate (€)

8’000 - 10’000

200 - 300

150 - 200

200 - 300

300 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32124

CC C H G F DCE / View the image/s online

1’600 - 1’800

32125

CC C H G A / View the image/s online

3’200 - 3’600

32126

C H J DCE P / View the image/s online

300 - 500

32127

H G F DFE / View the image/s online

600 - 700

32128

C DCE L / View the image/s online

400 - 600

32129

C H / View the image/s online

150 - 200

32130

CC C H G F J DCE P K / 322

2’000 - 3’000

32131

F / View the image/s online

1’300 - 1’500

32132

F / 322

300 - 400

32133

F / View the image/s online

200 - 300

32134

F / 322

Egypt: 1852-79, Collection of over 440 unused and used stamps and 60 covers, all neatly mounted and
written up on exhibition pages, showing Posta Europea (34), Foreign PO in Alexandria including 1860
Greek stampless, Austrian Levant 15s franking, British with 4d tied “BO1” tied on cover to Malta, six
French covers, three with Empire Napoleon usages, 1866 to 1879 Egyptian issues array of stamps and
covers, excellent basis for study and expansion, mixed to fine.
Egypt: 1862-1988, Collection of stamps, essays, proofs, Royal cancelled backs, Royal misperfs, covers,
first day covers, showing Posta Europea markings, Riester Essays, stationery essays, attractive array of
the 1866 with blocks, covers, fragments etc., 1914 Pictorials, 1922 blocks and multiples, Royal misperfs
and cancelled backs, plus strength in FDC’s, miniature sheets, Palestine etc., all neatly mounted and
presented in two Victoria albums, an excellent basis for study and expansion, mixed to fine (100’s).
Egypt: 1866-82, Group of early stamps incl. Austrian Levant 5s & 15s used in Alexandria, the first
issue incl. 20pa mint imperf. strip of three and two covers with 1pi from Alexandria to Tanta, 2nd issue
incl. 10pa unused with extra Arabic letter, 5pi forgeries on piece, 1874 2pi inv. wmk in mint block of 10,
1874-75 issue with multiples incl. 2pi horiz. tête-bêche pair used, 5pa vert. tête-bêche blocks of four
(perf. 12.5 and 13.5x12.5), 5pi mint block (perf. fault), and a small selection of used abroad with Smirne
and Suakim, an interesting mix.
Egypt: 1866-1954, Attractive specialised “Retta” cancellations collection of approx. 200 stamps and 44
covers, showing an array of different types on De La Rue stationeries and postcards, rare pictorials with
array of different strikes, useful Boy King and Marchal frankings used internally or abroad, plus array of
1st and 3rd issues, an excellent basis for study (200+ stamps, 44 covers).
Egypt: 1868-1920, Mixed group incl. forgeries with Suez Canal issues incl. genuine 1c and 40c unused,
5c mint block and 20c mint single, forged 1866 imperfs (2) and postage dues, range of fantasy stamps
and modern replicas, plus a group of French Offices incl. four “Millésimes” pairs.
Egypt: 1870-1950ca. Ranges on cards, leaves and 2 presentation booklets, cancel interest including
foreign post offices.
Egypt - De La Rue Issues: 1879-1902 Attractive specialised assembly nearly mounted and written
up on twenty-seven album pages, mint and used, shades, multiples with gutter pairs and plate blocks,
cancellations with some used abroad, the key item in the collection is the 1881-1902 1pi blue unique
UPU colour trial on unwmkd porous unsurfaced paper, plus a fine array of more than twenty covers
and cards showing a range of usages including 20pa on 5pi green pair on cover, also 1m brown & 3m
orange in combination with Cote de Somalis 10c etc., generally fresh and a very fine assembly, an
excellent basis for study and expansion (124 stamps & 20+ covers/cards).
Egypt: 1879-1954, Extensive collection of 270 used and unused postal stationeries, including 1891
3m unused card with second “3” inverted, 1906 4m red clear sky, two unused and two used, 1928
4m provisional card unused, several envelopes with varieties, registered envelopes, many shades,
watermarks, rates, routes, destinations etc., an excellent basis for study and expansion, all neatly
written up and mounted on Scott pages, mixed to fine.
Egypt: 1880-1950ca., Mint & used postal stationery duplicated accumulation with some scarcer
examples noted (100s).
Egypt: 1882-1956 Group of 38 covers/stationery all addressed to Switzerland, noted cover with express
issue, uprated registered postal stationery, 1911 parcel card franked 5pi + 2pi pair with Trieste maritime
cachet, cancel interest.
Egypt: 1892-2002 ca. Collection of RURAL POST, 99 covers with diverse cancels, many scarce,
exceptional holding, generally fine.

Estimate (€)

1’400 - 1’800
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32135

CC C H G F DCE / View the image/s online

800 - 1’000

32136

CC C H G F P DFE / View the image/s online

800 - 1’000

32137

C

32138

CC C F J DCE P / 328

700 - 1’000

32139

F DFE / View the image/s online

800 - 1’200

32140

DCE / View the image/s online

32141

C H DCE

Egypt - King Fouad: 1923-37, Specialised collection of mint and used with over 1300 stamps
and 90 covers/cards, presented in three sections as follows: First Portrait 1923-27 with essays and
proofs, varieties and retouches, including 5m showing imperforates with different watermarks, Second
Portrait 1927-37 array of control blocks, various usages on cards, covers, printed matter, parcel cards,
registered usages, 1936-37 Postes issue with all values used on array of covers, an excellent basis for
study and expansion, mixed to fine.
Egypt - King Farouk: 1937-52, Specialised collection of mint and used with over 1300 stamps and 145
covers/cards, presented in three sections as follows: Boy King 1937-46 with 18 control blocks with value
to £E1, Farouk Marechal 1944-51 with 25 control blocks and 1952 ovptd issue to £E1 plus royal colour
trials, royal misperfs and Royal cancelled backs, group of covers, cards and newspapers showing various
rates, domestic and overseas destination, array of censored, registered, airmail, printed matter usages,
frankings including 50pi and £E1 usages, an excellent basis for study and expansion, mixed to fine.


Egypt: 1950s-2020, Accumulation in 2 medium boxes with a good range of 1990s-2020 mint issues
in stockbooks and packets (spotted a 2014 Suez Canal error strip), earlier mostly used in glassines,
plus hundreds of covers with a good chunk of 1960s-90s FDCs but also commercial mail from the
1950s-80s with airmails, censored, official mail, incl. Egypt Graf Zeppelin flight from Austria to Greece,
52 picture postcards with many of Assuan, plus a small group of philatelic incl. Peter Smith auction
catalogue and three about ship mail, a great lot to sort through.
Egypt - UAR Commemoratives & Definitives: 1953-1961 Attractive specialised assembly neatly
mounted and written up on fifty (50) album pages, showing an extensive and comprehensive collection
of these popular commemorative issues, showing a good deal of completion, with general issues,
imperforates, plate blocks, covers, better items include the 1956 Scout sheets perf. and imperf. (not
pristine), etc., a wonderful collection, an excellent basis for expansion (100’s of stamps and some covers)
Egypt - Hotel Post: 1902-1992, Attractive collection of 118 covers/cards housed in a binder and arranged
alphabetically including Continental, Continental Savoy, Ghezineh Palace, Grand Continental, Hilton Luxor,
Luxor Winter Palace, Mena House with rare 1893 stationery sent to England, San Stefano, Savoy-Cairo,
Savoy Assouan, Shepheard’s, plus array of Hotels which have no recorded pmks such as Ambassador,
Continental-Port Said, Htel de la Postes, Kalabsha, Mohamed Hotel, Savoy Assouan, Savoy-Luxor, SavoyPort Said, Summer Palace & Eastern Exchange Hotel, showing a variety of frankigs, rates cancels and
destinations with some registered usages, a wonderful basis for study and expansion (118).
Egypt: Folder containing 59 unused Egyptian Interpostal Seals incl. Kartoum, Beyrouth and Ramleh Station.



Egypt - Interpostal Seals: 1864-90, Comprehensive accumulation of Interpostal seals, with two
collections in four stockbooks with examples of all the different types from type I, mostly mint/unused
but still a good number of used, both collections ordered by type and then alphabetically, from a vast
range of towns and cities incl. consular and territorial offices in the Levant and Sudan, such as Gedda,
Smyrna, Suakin, Alessandretta, Cavlla, Dardenlli, Gallipoli, Jaffa, Lagos, Metelino, Scio, Salonicco,
Tenedos, Volo, Latakia, Mersina, Tripoli, Assiuan, Dongola, Wadi-Halfe, Barbar, Barbara, etc., also
noted Kilometro 83 (Suez Canal), mixed condition, a fabulous lot for the specialist.

Estimate (€)

500 - 800

150 - 200

2’600 - 3’000
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32142

H G F DFE / View the image/s online

1’600 - 1’800

32143

H G F DFE / View the image/s online

1’000 - 1’200

32144

F / View the image/s online

400 - 500

32145

CC C H G / View the image/s online

500 - 600

32146

CC C H

32147

Cat. n°

Egypt - Maritime Mail: 1854-1986, Attractive specialised collection of approx. 60 stamps and
200 covers /cards divided into 8 sections: Austrian, British, Dutch, Egyptian, French, German,
Greek and Italian steamers, highlights include 1898 “Pleine Mer” cover to London, 1901 boxed
“Paquebot” on cover to Germany, 1904 DLR 5m with small London Paquebot, several “Sea Post
Office” covers, plus “Marine Nationale”, “Khedivial Line”, “SS Rashid”, “SS Talodi”, plus other
mkgs with “Yokohama”, “Marco Polo” and “Lloyd Triestino”, various Greek mkgs etc., mixed to fine
(60+ stamps, 200 covers/cards).
Egypt - Officials: 1880-1990, Collection of over 800 unused and used, showing multiples, varieties
including inverted ovpts, plus 100 covers and cards some OHHS and OHEMS items, with an array of
frankings, high values, registered usages, also combination frankings etc., mixed to fine.
Egypt - Postcards: 1900-1960s, Collection of over 600 unused and used cards, showing array of
views, landscapes, royalty, pyramids, costumes, archaeology, ethnic groups, souvenir, nudes etc.,
mixed to fine.
Egypt - Revenue: 1887-1980, Stock of over 1500 mint and used in album arranged to the Egyptian
Revenue Catalogue by Peter Feltus with general revenues, salt tax, consular services, identification
card stamps, educational stamps, savings bank, Arab social union, gas stamps medical stamps etc.,
some imperforates or perforation varieties, plus a section of labels with Charity stamps, propaganda,
animal, registration, an excellent basis for study and expansion, mixed to fine.


200 - 400

Europa/CEPT/UN: 1956-2005, Mostly mint collection in 2 large boxes.

Europe: 1849-1980s, Europe mint and used incl. Yvert boxed albums of Austria, Belgium Germany,
GB, Spain, Switzerland, France, Belgium, etc., approval books, envelopes, paper bags, face value in
three large boxes.


32148

C H DFE

32149

CC C H G / View the image/s online

32150

CC C H

32151

C H

Europe: 1849-1940s, Old time collection neatly mounted in 8 Winkelried albums, stockbooks and cigar
boxes, noted a strong section of Austria incl. Dollfuss on front, WIPA sheet (stuck down) and two mint
singles, Germany starting from the German States with a good deal of completion with also colonies,
some additional leftovers, to be examined, a great fresh lot.
Europe: 1849-1975 Attractive estate lot of mint and used Western Europe in four albums and two stock
books, showing strength in Austria with early classics from 1850 used and later sets mint, Germany
with Deutsches Reich incl. Ostropa unused sheet and Belgium early classics from 1849 used and later
sets mint, mixed to very fine (100’s)


Europe: 1851-1967, Group of 3 neatly mounted collections mostly used of Denmark, Finland and
Netherlands, all starting from the classics with medium to better values.



21

Europe: 1851-1861 Small group of mostly used European classic stamps incl. Spain 1851 10r, 1852 5r,
1853 5r and 1854 5r, Portugal 1853 50r (2), Baden 1851-52 6d unused and used, Bremen 1855-61 5sgr
mint pair and Prussia 4pg used (2), and Haiti 1881 5c green mint group of three pairs & single, mostly
fine, some minor imperfections (Yv. €4’900+).
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Estimate (€)

300 - 500

1’000 - 2’000

500 - 700

400 - 800

1’000 - 1’500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32152

CC C H

32153

CC C H F DCE

32154

CC C H F J

Cat. n°



Europe: 1852-1963, Collection on loose album pages of Switzerland (54 pages) and Netherlands (26
pages) comprising of mint and used stamps, mainly modern with a few early examples, condition is
generally fine to very fine although the pre 1920 material is in mixed condition.


Europe: 1854-1976, Group of collections including Germany with some German colonies and section
of covers among others one sent from Heinrich Köhler to the Austrian dealer Friedl, also Switzerland
with Rayon and Italian states on covers.



Europe: 1860-2000, Collection in 24 stockbooks including mostly a strong part of face value material
from Switzerland, in the early period 1934 NABA miniature sheet MNH, to be examined.



32155ex

32155

CC C

32156

CC C / View the image/s online

32157

CC C

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

300 - 600

500 - 800

32157ex

Falkland Islands and British Antarctic: 1938-1965, collection of mint stamps on nine pages, including
mint set of 16 values from the popular pictorials 1/2d to £1 (SG146-SG163) with duplicates and n.h.
£1, three sets of 8 for the dependencies - Graham Land, South Shetlands and South Orkneys - of the
1944 1/2d to 1s, the 1960 issues to 10s, two sets of the British Antarctic QEII 1/2d to £1 (SG1-SG15a)
includes a mint n.h. SG15a, several other issues, a very fine scarce lot.
Falkland Islands: 1878-1968, Selection of mint stamps (80), noted 1878 1s block of six with imperforate
to side margin, 1891 2 1/2d dull blue SG28 mint n.h. (£375+), several other values from 1/2d and 1s
from this same issue, mint 1933 2s 6d SG135, also QEII sets SG232 to SG245 and SG193 to SG207,
a fine to very fine lot.


Fiji: 1871-1969, Collection of mint stamps (220), including many sets, with several exceptionally fine
examples of the better values such as 1903 SG114 (2) and the specimen n.h. (SG114s) as well as 1912
SG124 (2), the SG137a, strong in KGV and KGVI, complete sets and extended set (33) of SG249 to
SG267, some varieties such as SG252 1938 “line and scratch through value” in a block of four, a high
catalogue value (SG £5’000+) lot, fine to very fine condition, viewing recommended.

300 - 500

150 - 300

1’000 - 2’000
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32166ex2

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32158

P



Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

Michel Bl. 3A (100, 3B (100)

500 - 700

French Colonies (former): 1969-71ca. 43 proofs signed by the artists, mostly of Niger but also
some Mali etc. including music instruments, ships, sports etc., fine condition, most attractive,
viewing recommended.
32159

CC C H F DCE

1’500 - 3’000



France: 1849-1980, Old dealer’s stock in 2 large boxes, with good earlies in quantity, mostly mint, plus
mint & used collection in a printed album, mixed condition, a useful lot to sort through with an estimated
catalogue value more than €40’000.
32160

500 - 1’000



CC C H

France: 1849-2004, Collection in 7 albums incl. printed album with some good stamps from the 1930s
and better completion onwards, some duplicates with useful face value.
32161

CC C

200 - 400



France: 1924-1980, Collection in five albums with mint stamps including 1936 Sourire de Reims with
shifted perforation, a good lot.
32162

600 - 1’000

CC / 328

France: 2022 Airmail Banknote (re-)Issue, Group of seven full miniature sheets all with scarce errors of
impression, including letters misprinted or omitted like “EU OS” instead of “EUROS” and design partly
misprinted, a great lot.
32163

CC C

800 - 1’400



French Colonies (former): 1964-90, Mint collection in 9 printed albums & stockbooks, mostly mint
n.h., incl. gold stamps, strong in thematics, a fresh collection (STC Yv. €18’000+).
32164

CC P / 332

1’000 - 1’500

CC P / 332

1’000 - 1’500

CC P / 332

1’000 - 1’500

CC P / 334

1’000 - 1’500

CC P / 334

1’000 - 1’500

French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Selection of over 100 African colony proofs including 29 by stamp
engraver Claude Haley, signed by the artists, wide range of topics and values, over twenty proofs from
non-profit organisations, including 1969 Niger OCAM conference 100f deep-blue, and stunning 1966
proof from the Republic of Mali World Black Arts 90f deep-green, fine condition overall, with further
items of note and interest to be discover by closer inspection.
32165

French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Selection of over 100 proofs including 29 by stamp engraver
Michel Monvoisin, signed by the artists, depicting a variety of subjects across the African colonies,
good range of values and colours, noted 1973 African Union of Post and Telecommunications 100f die
proof in lack, and 1971 Niger International Year against Discrimination and Racism 100f in deep green,
condition in the main is fine, excellent accumulation and viewing strongly recommended.
32166

French Colonies (former): 1965-80 Collection of over 100 proofs including 48 by stamp
engraver Jacques Combet, signed by the artists, featuring African colonies, with a variety of
subjects and values, noted Republic of Congo 1963 UNESCO 25f red-brown die proof, and 1969
PhilexAfrique 50f blue, perfect for further study or for breaking down into single lots for resale,
high value selection.
32167

French Colonies (former): 1965-80 Collection of over 100 proofs from African colonies, including 46
by stamp engraver Albert Decaris, signed by the artists, with a varied assortment of topics, values and
colours, noted 1971 Cameroon UNICEF 25th anniversary 40f die proof in brown, also the international
civil aviation organisation 1969 Tchad Republic 30f in purple, attractive selection in fine condition,
scarce and ideal for the discerning philatelist.
32168

French Colonies (former): 1965-83 Collection of over 100 proofs from African colonies, including
57 by stamp engraver Jean Pheulpin all signed by the artists, with a selection of non-government
organisation stamp issues, postal union, noted 1966 UNESCO 50f 20 year commemorative black
die proof, other interesting topics such as the Philexocam 1971 philatelic exhibition Fort Lamy 100f
in green, and an assortment of values, subjects and colours, fine condition and a scarce assemblage,
most attractive, viewing recommended.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32169

CC P / 334

900 - 1’400

32170

CC P / 336

500 - 1’000

32171

CC P / 336

500 - 1’000

32172

CC C



1’500 - 2’500

32173

C H F

32174

H G F / View the image/s online

1’500 - 3’000

32175

CC C H / View the image/s online

4’000 - 6’000

French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Selection of over 90 African colony proofs including 34 by
stamp engraver Pierre Béquet, all bearing his signature, many other artists also included, and
decent range of subject matter, noted 1965 Cameroon Year of International Cooperation 100f proof,
and 1978 Islamic Republic of Mauritania Convention to Combat Racial Discrimination 25um in
deep-red, most eye catching collection of original material, condition in the main is fine to very fine,
a must view assortment.
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Accumulation of over 65 proofs, including stamp engravers
Claude Jumelet (17), Charles Mazelin (18) and René Cottet (13), from African colony issues, with small
selection of non-profit organisation items, interesting array of subjects and colours, varied values, noted
1973 Republic of Dahomey Europe 40f in black and a hand-painted colour Central Africa 30f example,
most attractive lot, viewing urged.
French Colonies (former): 1965-75 Collection of over 55 proofs, including stamp engravers Claude
Durrens (15), Cécile Guillaume (16) and René Quillivic (7), all African colony issues, with small selection
of non-profit organisation items, interesting array of topics and images attractively presented in a variety
of colours and values, noted three different examples from the 1971 Cameroon Philexafrique and the
Central Africa Catherine Bokassa mother and child 30f in black, worth closer study, fine lot.

Gambia: 1869-1963, Collection of mint stamps (360), including complete sets (15), some duplication,
also three specimen sets (SG45s-SG56s, SG86s-SG102s and SG150s-SG161s), very few gaps
between SG45 to SG161, condition is fine to very fine, a valuable selection.


German Colonies: 1880-1940, Collection mounted on loose pages, c.v. stated by collectors
over €8’000.
German States: 1849-1923, collection in two Lindner “falzlos” albums and loose pages incl. many
better stamps like Baden Mi.1a (Stegmueller BPP), 1b with wide margins extremely fine (Seeger
BPP), Bavaria 1Ia used, Hamburg 7 with genuine postmark, Luebeck 2 used signed Thier, Oldenburg
1 unused, Saxony 1 used signed Friedl, Wurttemberg many 18kr, 70kr used. Furthermore used
specialised collection of Thurn & Taxis collected according postmarks, condition as usual from very
fine to mixed.
German States: 1851-1878 Collection within a stockbook of over a thousand mint and used stamps,
a comprehensive selection of German States, noted different values, shades and cancellations, many
rare, some on piece, considerable duplication, but does have many very fine stamps despite having
some in mixed condition, a huge catalogue value, and viewing a must.

32176

F / 336

32177

CC C H

Germany: 1868-1959ca., 185 covers/cards addressed to Switzerland with a wealth of interesting
frankings incl. a good number of parcels cards.


Germany: 1872-1919 Accumulation of German Empire stamps in dealer stockbook, mint and used,
thousands set out by issue, value and colour, well organised comprehensive coverage from the Imperial
Eagles, Pfennige, Germania and Reichposte, condition varies but substantial number are fine to very
fine, enormous catalogue value, worth closer inspection.

Estimate (€)

600 - 900

300 - 500

3’000 - 3’600
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32178
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32179
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32180

CC C F

32181

CC C H G F A / View the image/s online

32182

CC C H



Germany: 1872-1989, Collection of German Reich and Berlin in 3 printed albums and stockpages, with
album of mint Reich from the Small Eagles onwards, incl. some multiples, 1900 Germania set incl. 10pf
imperfs and 40pf SPECIMEN, 1902 Germania incomplete set to 5M, 1905-11 set incl. 10pf double print
signed Starauschek, inflation stamps incl. inverted surcharges, airmail stamps incl. Chicago Flight set, album
of mint Berlin with good deal of completion, and album of used Reich incl. Germania issues to 5M, 1926
Nothilfe 5+5pf and 10+10pf with Oechsner certs, etc., some covers incl. three with booklet advertising labels,
four Zeppelin covers incl. 4M Polar-Fahrt franking, stockpages with mint marginals showing sheet markings,
booklet stamps, three essays/proofs, etc., a most useful collection, some mixed condition so please inspect.
Germany - Private Post: 1898-1900 group of 15 postcards incl. Hansa private post illustrated postal
stationery card used, two 3pf from Hansa, seven with Berlin 2pf and one 3pf, three Hannover 2 1/2pf
and Frankfurt 2pf stationery card, fine.


Germany - WWI Occupations: 1914-1918, very specialized collection mounted on pages in two volumes
including most the rare issues and ovpt varieties, in general signed by BPP experts and in very fine condition,
Belgium, “Etappengebiet West” including a “Chambre de Commerce Valenciennes” cover, the “Postgebiet
Ober Ost” with the good Bialystok issue, occupation of Romania with many of the rare shades and postage
due stamps, occupation of Warsaw with several of the better local post issues including covers.
Germany - Schleswig German Danish Plebiscite: 1920 complete collection of mint and used,
stamps, covers and postal stationery on 20 pages, nicely written up by collector, with many specials
and varieties, some with certificate, seldom offered, also Denmark issue and essay, a Silver Medal Cape
Town 2015 winning exhibit.



Germany - Plebiscite Areas: 1920-1959, “Abstimmungsbiete” specialised collection in four volumes of
the various plebiscite area issues following the Versailles treaty. Including many rare shades and types
in general signed by BPP experts. The majority in very fine condition, including Allenstein, Marienwerder
(with a large number of stamps signed Klein BPP), Oberschlesien with same rare ones signed Gruber
BPP, and a mint never hinged “Insurgenten” issue set. Saargebiet incl. the very rare official stamp
Mi 16b mounted mint signed BPP, the issues from Saar from 1947 in general mint never hinged incl.
Saarland, Memel with many rare stamps and shades signed BPP. Belgium occupations includes a few
forgeries as usual. An amazing lot of these popular areas.

Estimate (€)

6’000 - 12’000

40 - 50

1’000 - 2’000

2’700 - 3’500

3’000 - 6’000
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Estimate (€)

32188ex

32183

CC C

32184

CC C H / View the image/s online

32185

CC C H DCE

32186

CC C F / View the image/s online

400 - 800

32187

CC C H / View the image/s online

220 - 300

Germany - Danzig: 1920-1939 spectacular collection in mainly very fine and fresh condition including
many rare stamps and shades, like Michel 11c mint never hinged superb signed Oechsner BPP, the rate
unissued AI-AIII, Mi 104b mint never hinged cert. Gruber (2022), the very rare Mi A124y mounted mint very
fine signed Kniep BPP, the good imperforate Mi 177U-180U mint never hinged, many good shades of the
1924 set mint never hinged like Mi 196xaa signed BPP, 19xba cert. BPP, 193yx cert. BPP, the rare 1924
imperforate all stamps are mint n.h. for example Mi 207-211, 220-230, 236b signed BPP and many more
good stamps sets. After 1924 often in mint never hinged condition, postage dues several rare stamps
like unissued I/I mint never hinged cert. BPP, Port Gdansk good Mi 23y mint never hinged cert. BPP etc.
Germany & Europe: 1920-1959, Germany and ovpt. issues of Europe in two large Lighthouse
stockbooks of various territories incl. some German States on stockcards, German Colonies, Memel,
German “Privatpost”, WW2 occupations, etc., a lot that has to be viewed with attention as a number of
forgeries are also present, mixed condition to very fine.


Germany – Plebiscite & Upper Silesia: 1920-1921 Specialised duplication in A4 stockbook, and
plastic files of mostly upper Silesia (incl. a good selection of Insurgent issue) and a few CIHS overprinted
Germania stamps (genuine ?), and a number of German Propaganda stamps “Deutscher Wert gleich 7
Pfg. Wählt Deutsch !” (various values) mint, mint n.h. & used, mostly with old signatures.
Germany- Memel: 1920-24, Collection mounted on 38 exhibition pages showing most issues including
millesime pairs, overprinted German, French and Lithuanian stamps, nice range of commercially used
covers including cash collection, several registered covers, almost all going abroad
Germany - Bohemia and Moravia: 1939-1945 specialised collection, almost complete issues, written
up by the collector in a large 64-page stockbook, many varieties of strips, blocks of eight, gutter-pairs,
sheets, officials, postage dues, and more, a must view collection.


32188

H G F

32189

CC / View the image/s online

32190

CC C H F / View the image/s online

Germany - WWII Occupations: 1939-45, exceptional collection mounted on pages in three albums.
Majority is very fine mint or mint never hinged, includes rare Michel catalogued values, many are signed
by famous experts BPP, accurate viewing recommended as some forgeries may be found throughout.
Germany: 1939-45, Soviet occupation and Allied occupation zones, an outstanding collection almost
complete housed in a well filled, virtually everything, if not all, is in perfect mint nh condition, highlights
incl. 1945 pair of the Thueringen Christmas m/s and accompanying large Friedensweihnacht 10M m/s,
the different papers on the theatre sheets, the bridges, as well as some very scarce definitive types,
different watermarks through to bi-lingual Russian Roman 12pf red, Saxony shields complete, excellent
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern better papers, types, colours etc. Also present Leipzig definitives and with the
different watermarks, all the churches as well as different m/s, various Bezirks, and then Anglo-American
complete incl. different posthorns, French zone with all the m/s as well as, all the different steps to 5M on
the general issues and much more. Offered intact as received, superb condition throughout.
Germany: 1949-1990, Most extensive collection mounted on around 790 exhibition pages showing
the basic sets and min.sheets together with an astonishing selection on covers and frankings, many
addressed to Switzerland, a great lot for the modern postal historian.
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1’500 - 3’000

500 - 700

200 - 300

5’000 - 10’000

1’500 - 3’000

400 - 800

Lot n°
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32191

CC C H G / View the image/s online

German East Africa: 1896-1920, Small collection of Yacht types incl. 1905 mint selection incl. shades
to 45h, 1905 no wmk used to 60h, 1905-20 with wmk used to 60h and railway cancels from Usambara
and Mittelandbahn (10), mostly fine (70+)

Estimate (€)

80 - 100

32192

CC C H F / 340

32193

CC C J / View the image/s online

300 - 500

32194

C H / View the image/s online

200 - 300

32195

F DFE / View the image/s online

180 - 240

32196

CC C H G F DCE S L

German Colonies: 1893-1916, Spectacular collection in two albums, mainly mint and used, also
mint n.h. with a large number of the good stamps and shades signed or certified by BPP experts,
many rare stamps incl. the famous “Königsberg / Möwe” provisionals from German East Africa,
the Deutsche Versicherungs Bank 1916 stamps (mainly mint n.h.), China Mi.2 used, Kiatschou
1905 set mint with good perfs, Caroline Islands with several of the rarities incl. Mi.7Pv (€6’000) and
Mi.10H (€3’000), Mariana incl. the expensive stamps from the first issue, the good Marshall Islands
ovpts, a very fine Jaluit bisect on postcard Mi.9H (€9’000) signed Ebel, the large majority in very
fine condition.
Gibraltar: 1884-1953, Collection of over 200 mint stamps including sets, part sets, multiples and
blocks, noted large “2” variety on a corner marginal pair SG200a, small “I” on the overprint for SG18ab
as well as the broken “N” variety on the same value, large “2” on a very fine horizontal pair 1912 SG79a,
also many other fine and interesting examples, a lot worth closer inspection.
Gibraltar: 1886-2001 Collection of stamps on 18 album pages and three stock sheets, including
mint and used, several complete sets with an emphasis on the more modern period, but with
a selection of Victoria, Edward VII and George V, condition is mixed, generally fine with better
examples throughout.
Great Britain: 1789-1957 Group of 48 covers & cards (plus one front) all addressed to Switzerland incl.
two 18th century pre-stamp covers, QV printed matter and uprated stationery, Red Cross scheme,
censor material, etc.



Great Britain: 1840-1980, Mint & used collection on stockpages, with four-margined 1840 1d black
and 2d blue onwards, 1841 2d blue used block of six, a range of perf. line engraved and surface
printed incl. 1s FC Stock Exchange forgery on piece with 3d, 1867-83 5s pl.2 used, 10s wmk
MC, 10s blued wmk Anchor, £1 wmk MC and two £1 blue wmk Anchor, £5 blued “SPECIMEN”,
1867-80 2s brown used, 1884 £1 brown and 1888 £1 brown used, KEVII £1 used, KGV Seahorse
£1 faintly used, mint PUC £1, etc., mixed condition but a useful lot for both collector and dealer
and worth inspection

9’000 - 15’000

6’000 - 9’000
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32197

CC C H

32198
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Great Britain: 1841-2000, Collection of GB in three hingeless SG albums, a stockbook of penny reds
and a stockbook of Ireland; the stockbook with penny red plate reconstruction from AA-TL of 1841 with
some better cancels (no.8 in MC, Leeds MC, pairs & strips, some plated), over 200 Penny Stars AA-TL
and a complete run of plates from 71 to 225 (the latter which is fine used), stockbook of Ireland 1937 to
2009, and the three SG albums from KGVI with a pretty complete run of mint commemoratives to 2000.



Great Britain: 1840 1d. black, duo of 2 ex. used with 4 margins, HF and OE, very fine.

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

200 - 400

32201ex

32199ex



32199

C H

32200

View the image/s online

32201

CC C H

32202

CC C H F / View the image/s online

32203

H

Great Britain: 1840-1940s, mint & used collection on album pages from penny black (3-margins)
onwards, used penny red star plates incl. 225, range of surface printed incl. plates with noted used
abroad cancels incl. “C59” Jacmel on 1867-74 5s rose, etc., a useful lot.
Great Britain: 1840-2000s mint and used collection in 25 loose leaf albums, stockbooks and loose,
the strength in the earlier used material including 1840 1d black (3), 2d blue (3), set of 1d. plate numbers
to 225 (less 77, set of 1/2d. plate numbers, embossed, some good surface printed including 2s milky
blue (2), 5s (3), later high values including £1 brown SG 185, Jubilee issues to £1, KEVII high values
to £1, also a mint example, a range of Seahorse issues to £1, another set of 1d plate numbers less
225, 1d black, 1d red, 2d on three covers, some plate reconstructions of the perforated line engraved
including 2d. lilac and green 2 1/2d, and 1s, a good range of wildings and Machins (including range
mounted as an exhibit), duplication of definitives and ranges of booklets (incl. prestige), Smilers sheets
incl. Consignia, a good lot worthy of careful viewing.


Great Britain: 1845-1990, collection on over one hundred loose album pages, mint and used stamps
from Queen Victoria through to Queen Elizabeth II, has a complete run of 1864 penny red plates 71-225
(excluding 77) the 225 a good used example (SG43), an unused SG192 4d green, used examples of the £1
brown-lilac both with faults (SG185 and SG186) as well as the £1 green (SG212), also a 5s plate 2 (SG126)
with faults, several other scarcer surface printed issues, mixed condition among the earlier material with
fine to very fine in later reigns, several complete sets through to the more modern period, worth closer
inspection, a high catalogue value lot which would breakdown for resale or be further developed.
Great Britain - Channel Islands: 1939-1945 German Occupation of the Channel Islands, issues of
Guernsey and Jersey, mint and used singles, pairs and blocks of four, some good covers and scarcer
material contained in a stock book.


Great Britain: 1840-1955, Collection in one album with used stamps including a big part of the key
values, to be examined.

300 - 500

7’000 - 10’000

1’000 - 1’500

180 - 250

1’000 - 1’400
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32206

F / View the image/s online

400 - 500
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32207
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32208

F / 340

300 - 500

32209

F / View the image/s online

120 - 150

Greece: 1867-69 Large Hermes Heads Cleaned plates used collection of the “O” inverted control
number from 48 (out of 49) different positions of the 20l (pos.2 missing), mixed quality but a difficult
assembly, a lot for the advanced specialist, ex Maximus (Hellas 27aNb).
Greece: 1878-1900 Classic collection of Hermes-Heads and other pre-1900 material in small stock
book, condition is mixed although fine and very fine are to be found, viewing recommended.
Greece: 1900-51 Group of 39 illustrated postal stationery mint & used, many addressed to Switzerland,
few uprated, scarce included, mainly fine.
Guatemla: 1868-1929, the extraordinary revenue stamp collection of Guatemala, mounted on 112 pages,
including rare multiples or part sheet plate proofs, shades, part sheets, rare postal usages, 1874 1/2r
tête-bêche in irregular block of three, platings, abundant varieties including perforations, impressions,
papers and surcharges, as well as a small section dedicated to telegraphs; in addition some remarkable
stampless covers/fronts (12) with high rates on transatlantic mail incl. two incoming items from Spain (one
with rare “Por el Rey” official mail and the other bearing scarce “ESPANA” hs in red), “VIVA F. VII” patriotic
postmarks, etc.; an outstanding and very rare collection, viewing recommended.


Hong Kong: 1862-1980 Extensive estate housed in over 20 albums and stockbooks showing strength
early Queen Victoria from 1862 to 1901 with some useful unused and used showing shades and cancels,
watermark varieties, minor plate flaws etc. (SG £9500+), Edward VII and George V unused and used
with values to $5, incl. shades and minor plate flaws (SG £4000+), George VI unused and used singles
and blocks some with plate numbers, shades, perf. variations, plate flaws etc. (SG £4750+), Queen
Elizabeth 1952 to 1997 with a good deal of completion including definitives and commemoratives, first
day covers, booklets and miniature sheets, plus a diverse array of covers including airmails and cancels
with British Post Offices in China, revenues and postage dues, also stockbook crammed with used
duplication, a wonderful lot (1000’s)
Hungary: 1871-1950ca, Group of 370+ postal stationery mint & used, incl. illustrated section, BARANYA
ovpt, 1st issues with cancel interest, etc.
Hungary: 1880-1958, group of 24 covers addressed to Switzerland, incl. parcel cards, registered
uprated stationeries, airs, Fiume, etc.

Estimate (€)

3’000 - 5’000

3’000 - 5’000

32211ex

32210

CC C H DCE

32211

C H



32210ex

India: 1854-1996, Mint & used collection in 2 albums, incl. several used 1854 1/2a and 1a with large
margins, 1866 “POSTAGE” on 6a used (both), 1902-11 KEVII used set to 25R (telegraph cancel), 1948
Gandhi mint set, with mint issues from the 1980s, good deal of completion, stored in a humid climate
so stamps affected by toning to various degrees but still a useful lot.


S.G. 84/146

India: 1866-1946, Selection of 69 stamps on eight stock cards, including mint 1882 issues 1/2a to 1r
(ten values excludes 8a), a mint 1884 Patiala overprint in red and black (SG5b), the 1930 Travancore
used official with the overprint error “S” omitted (SGO52), a selection of 1866/72 officials in used
condition (9), mint KEVII definitive part set (3rs and 25r not included), as well as the 1909 officials 2rs to
25rs in used condition (5), the 1911 KGV rupee values (6) and a complete set of KGVI SG247 to SG282
used, condition is generally fine with the odd fault as well as several very fine.
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32212

F DFE / View the image/s online

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

India: 1879-1940, Postal stationery and covers accumulation, comprising of mint and used from Queen
Victoria (strong) through to King George VI, East India company cards, India postcards, good selection
of envelopes (1857-1899) including official, noted soldiers and seaman envelopes, wrappers, airmail
envelopes, censor cover, registered, some duplication in QV and KGV, mixed condition although many
unused and in fine condition, a useful lot for sorting.
32213

CC C H F J L

100 - 150



India: 1900s-1980s, Small mixed lot of India and Indian States, with incl. 1926-33 2a wmk inv. used,
1978 imperf. pair, forged ovpt varieties, Azad Hind perf. and imperf.values, and Indian States with
stationery, Jaipur official usages, couple of sheetlets, etc., needs inspection.
32214

F / View the image/s online

200 - 400

F / View the image/s online

400 - 500

India: 1933-48, First Flight covers selection of twelve first flight covers comprising;1933 CalcuttaKarachi (5), Karachi-Calcutta (3), 1935 Bombay-Calcutta, 1938 Bombay-Kathiawar and 1948 BombayLondon (2), condition is fine with some very fine cachet marks, a scarce group.
32215

India: 1935-38, group of Rocket mail with 4 covers and 3 rocketgrams incl. 1935 (Feb 27) Rocket
Firing Test at Dhakuria, three 1935 (Apr 10) Sikim Rocket Mail Experiment by Sanction covers with
green (foxing), red or blue labels, 1935 (Sep 27) Rocketgram from Gangtok with 2R Parcel label and
two Stephen Smith Rocketgrams with either “Rowland Hill” or “Joanna Pratt-Jonson” labels (plus both
labels in a loose se-tenant pair), all signed Stephen Smith.
32216

CC J / View the image/s online

S.G. 302/2142

200 - 400

India: 1947-2003, Collection of in mint n.h. blocks of four, contained in four stockbooks covering
commemoratives (140), definitive (35) and officials (22), including SG302 to SG2142, comprising over
1000 blocks in a comprehensive accumulation, small amount of duplication, condition very fine.
32217

F S / View the image/s online

200 - 400

F / View the image/s online

200 - 400

F DFE / View the image/s online

200 - 300

CC C H G F J DCE / View the image/s online

200 - 400

F DFE / View the image/s online

200 - 300

India: Post Independence postal stationery card sand envelopes (90+) including unused and
used, noted 20p Specimen envelope overprint in red, Specimen postcards (4) and reply cards
also overprinted Specimen in red (5), twenty four errors of printing including 15 albino prints and
one printed to the backflap, interesting paper join varieties on cards, condition is generally fine, an
interesting lot excellent for resale.
32218

India: Postal Stationery and covers: Collection of over 160 items comprising first day covers (67)
including 1949 independence day, 1950 first republic day as well as joint issues with South Africa, a
good selection of Express delivery envelopes surcharged (44), Air Mail cards and letter sheets as well
as inland letter sheets. condition is generally fine with some better and scarcer items to be found,
viewing recommended.
32219

Indian States - Postal Stationery: Collection of Indian Convention States postal stationery and
envelopes (60+), including mint and used examples, good spread of issues and states, including
Bamra, Cochin, Indore, Idar, Raj Peepla (2 lettersheets), Jaipur, Travancore, Poonch, Travancore-Cochin
(postcards overprinted), also a small selection of India posts and telegraph items, condition mixed
although many fine, a lot worth closer inspection.
32220

Indian States - Hyderabad: 1869-1949, Attractive collection neatly mounted on 30 album pages
housed in a red Lindner album, with all the different issues well represented, unused, used, postcards,
postal stationery, cancels and a wealth of specialised material, plus a fine range of Officials, mixed to
very fine (100’s), viewing strongly recommended.
32221

Indian States: 1890-1950, Postal Stationery and covers collection (40+), including mint and used
examples, good spread of issues and states, including Chamba, Faridkot, Nabha, Gwalior, Patiala and
others, also a selection of early postal history with uprated card and an envelope, condition mixed as is
usual with such material but plenty of fine items and a most interesting lot.
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View the image/s online
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32227

CC C

32228

CC C DCE

32229

CC C

Estimate (€)

Iraq: 1918-25 British Occupation postage and official issues on pages, mostly mint but some used and
a mint set of 1923-25 Pictorial issue (5p used) (STC £2’130 in 2016).
32223

Iraq: 1931-57, collection of covers in an album with airmails, censored, postage due and a few unused
aerogrammes and stationery, several scarce town postmarks (99).
Iraq: 1932-60, box containing 4 albums with King Ghazi and Boy King mint and used, incl. mint blocks
with printer’s marginal imprints, used blocks, overprint varieties and minor errors neatly written up, a
useful lot with high catalogue value.
Iraq: 1932-43 King Ghazi period mint and used stamps in a Senator album incl. some high values
(STC £5’500).
Ireland: 1908-1938 Various Airmail Services: Attractively presented collection on 80 specially prepared
and knowledgeable written up album pages, showing Airmail labels and booklet panes, British Airmail
Route maps, photographs, Imperial Airways tickets, airmails flights with a fine range of over 40 flights to
a host of different destination including Belgium, Vatican City, Italy, Germany, Sweden, Corsica, Tunisia,
Czechoslovakia, South Africa, Switzerland etc., a wonderful assembly.
Ireland: 1941 German Bombs on Dublin: On the night of June the 1st, 1941 German bombs were
dropped on North Strand, Dublin, this lot includes the “North Strand Bombs Victims Protection
Committee” Minute Book plus news clippings, photos and correspondence, neatly mounted and
beautifully written up and presented on 7 album pages, an unusual and historical item


Israel: 1948-1994 Collection in two pre-printed albums including a spectacular amount of MNH block
of 4 with Tabs including most of the key values, a great unusual lot.



Israel: 1948-2009, Collection in 5 albums incl. complete mint with full tabs, the Doar Ivri set mint n.h.
and the high values with J-F Brun certificate, also FDCs, a few stamps appear to be regummed so
needs closer inspection.


Italian colonies: 1874-1959, Spectacular very complete mint collection in two Marini albums, in general
in very fine condition, including Italian P.O in China, Levant, Cirenaica includes the rare 1925 1,25
perforated 13 1/2 in VF MNH signed Oliva (Sa. 26), Egeo the good 1932 Garibaldi airmail set in MNH,
1933 Zeppelin set mint, Rodi 1932 Garibaldi VF set in MNH, Eritrea 1910 mint set, Libia 1921 VF mint
set, Oltre Giuba 1925 VF unused set, 1925 postage due set, Pacchi postali set, segnatasse per vaglia
set MNH, Saseno 1923 set, Somalia the scarce 1932 set, Somalia 1923 etc..., an very unusual lot.
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Italian States: Assembly comprising hundreds with Tuscany including various large blocks of plate
proofs, Neapolitan Provinces and Papal States with multiples of common mint stamps, as well as some
mint parcel stamps from Italy.


Italian States: 1576-1860, Group of 50 covers with interesting early usages and a wide range of
postmarks and mail between Italian States.



Italian States - Naples: 1858-62 Group of 50 covers with highlights mainly in the Neapolitan Provinces
including a valuable and very rare 2gr in block of four on cover (certs. Raybaudi and Caffaz), single
frankings with 1/2gr or 1/2t. (letter and Omnibus newspaper), 1/2gr+1gr, etc, also some first issue
usages or with Sardinia including a rare quadruple rate paid with Sardinia vertical strip of four.



Italian States - Papal States: Group of circa 40 covers and some stamps, including very rare
combination of 1852 8b strip of five + 2b (cert. A. Diena, ex Andreotti), 1852 1b two singles and two
strips of three + 4b, 1864 2b strip of three including one bisect (two covers known), 1867 10c used
on the first day of issue, (cert. Sorani); also external mail to other States, printed mateer rate, better
frankings and cancellations (rare “C.Della Pieve” straight line with cert. COlla); viewing suggested.
Italian States - Sardinia and Italy used in Naples: 1861-63, Group of almost 40 covers as well as some
stamps and fragments, including a scarce military concessionary rate, frankings and a wide range of shades.

Estimate (€)

300 - 600

200 - 300

1’000 - 3’000

1’000 - 2’000

400 - 800

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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Italian States - Tuscany: 1860 Provisional Government assembly of more than 150 covers, mainly
common single franking with 10c, the highlights being 1c single on brochure, 1c pair including one
bisect, 5c single franking on local cover (the three signed Chiavarello) and 1c (5) + 5c (signed A. Diena).

32236

F / View the image/s online

32237

CC C H DCE

32238



Italian States: 1818-61 Group of 15 items including three newspapers with Tuscany 1860 10c,
Neapolitan Provs. 1/2t with part frame lines missing on “Omnibus” and two additionally on fragments,
Lombardo-Veneto with seven stampless letters from Lombardy-Venetia addressed to other Italian
States, etc.



Italian States: 1850-1867, Nice collection mounted in one album including a good selection of Napoli
with mint stamps, the complete reprint die proof set, Pontifical States 1852 1 scudo mint, Sardegna 1855
good mint shades, several proofs, Sicily a nice group of mint stamps, Tuscany 1860 a number of four
margined examples, the condition is a usual from slightly mixed to in general very fine, to be viewed.
Italy-Risorgimento: 1848 (and 1810’s) More than 25 posters (“manifesti”) including several significant
examples from the Risorgimento period, also an engraving from a battle during the Napoleonic Wars
and other Italian documents during this period under the French dominion; the Risorgimento material is
worth of inspection, with historical items of great interest; viewing recommended.


32239

C H G F DFE

32240

F

32241

CC C H F DCE / 340

32242

CC C H DCE

Italy-Austria: 1800’s-1950’s A mixed accumulation in large boxes including pre-philatelic letters,
stamps including Lombardy-Venetia and Austrian with first issue featuring better cancellations and
appealing marginal examples, Austrian and Italian military mails, “Riesenkarten” enormous illustrated
postcards (some travelled through the mails), Italian documents of Sanità, a good array of all world
foreign banknotes, etc; a miscellaneous lot with inspection being esential.


Italy: 1841-1977, Group of 82 covers including some pre-philately, classics and WW2 period.
Italy: 1850-1946, Investor stock of mainly better items, to be noted Parma stamps unused, Sardinia
1853-54 proofs, Sicily covers, Regno with imperforate examples and varieties from the 1930’s, Trieste
1922 Philatelic Congress on exhibition card, etc; many signed G. Oliva or with G. Oliva certificates; the
quality being from slightly mixed to mainly very fine; viewing recommended.



Italy: 1850-1965, Investor stock of mainly better items, highlights being a good Sicily, rare mint Tuscany
including 1851 1 soldo mint o.g. (Sassone (Sassone €35’000) with cert. G. Oliva, 1857 1cr mint o.g. with
excellent margins (Sassone €25’000), 1860 20c mint (Sassone €30’000), Papal States 1 scudo unused,
Regno including 1901 50c (Sa. 76) mint n.h. very fresh mint, 1930 Crociera Aerea Transatlantica cover,
scarce Fiume imperforates, Repubblica withz Cavallino mint n.h., San Marino early multiples mint n.h.,
Tuscany covers, etc; many signed G. Oliva or with G. Oliva certificates; the quality being from slightly
mixed to mainly very fine; viewing recommended.
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Estimate (€)

700 - 2’000

200 - 400

700 - 1’200

300 - 600

1’000 - 2’000

140 - 200
700 - 1’200

4’000 - 6’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32243

CC C F DCE / 340

1’000 - 2’000

32244

CC C H DCE



300 - 600

32245

CC C H DCE

32246

CC C H DCE

32247

F / View the image/s online

1’500 - 2’000

32248

CC C



1’000 - 2’000

32249

C H DCE

32250

F / 348

300 - 400

32251

F S / View the image/s online

300 - 500

Italy: 1851-1953, Investor stock of mainly better items many signed Oliva or with his cert., the quality is
from slightly mixed to very fine, to be noted a nice selection of Tuscany and Sicily, also good colonies.
Italy: 1851-1960, Lot containing five albums or folders including classics, reprints, Fiume, colonies,
many sheets and some modern Europe.


Italy: 1852-1960, assembly including Italian States with reprints or some better mint values, Regno
with used or unused airmail stamps such as 1932 Dante 100L corner block of four used, F iume with
five covers bearing overprinted sets (all signed by Pollak and Vossen and one with cert Avi), and few
modern European stamps.



Italy: 1852-1961, Investor stock of mainly better items, many signed G. Oliva or with G. Oliva certificates;
to be noted are interesting 1867 essays, the 1941 Italian East Africa with “British Occupation” overprint,
many Italy 1930 Crociera Aerea and Nordatlantica strips, the rare 1924 “Pubblicitari” set mint, 1933
official airmail strip used, etc.; in very fine condition for the most part; viewing suggested.
Italy: 1861-91 Kingdom of Italy collection of over 100 covers described on leaves with many interesting
items throughout incl. maritime, cancels, diverse frankings including a number of 3 colour, noted 1864 3
colour franking all London printing on registered internal cover with full Bottacchi certificate, very scarce
60c ‘lilla intenso violaceo’ single franking on 1866 cover to USA

Italy: 1862-1962, Good collection in two preprinted albums with only mint stamps, very complete
with a great number of good sets in general in very fine condition, to be mentioned Regno 1863
better values with Oliva cert., the 1922 Congresso Filatelico Trieste set, Republica many better sets
in MNH condition, also a nice selection of postage due, BLP, airmail, pacchi postali 1954 Cavallino
MNH (Sa. 81 4’500€), GNR stamps, occupations of WWII and foreign occupations, Trieste etc...,
to be viewed.


Italy: 1862-1955 Collection in one Davo album mint and used with some good classics and back of the
books, mixed quality.
Italy: 1867-1950s, 46 covers all addressed to Switzerland incl. Papal States, Italian Levant incl.
Salonicco, Gerusalemme (scarce), Somalia, Eritrea, Vatican, 1949 UPU airs 300L & 1’000L on separate
covers, lake mail, advertising, much of interest throughout.
Italy: 1894, Group of 23 postcards relating to the Esposizioni Riunite di Milano, incl. 10 overprinted
“SAGGIO” (specimen), mixed.

Estimate (€)

300 - 500

1’500 - 3’000

400 - 600
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32280ex

32289ex2

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32252

View the image/s online

300 - 400

32253

View the image/s online

360 - 400

32254

F

32255

CC C

32256

F / 348

32257

CC C H

32258

C H / 348

32259

F

Italy: 1925 Set of 15 telegrams congratulating DE PINEDO on his 1915 Sesto-Calende-MelbourneTokyo-Roma flight sent by various officials, royals and soldiers incl. Alberto Bonzani, Admiral Giuseppe
Sirianni, General Ugo Cavallero, Alverto Geremicca, Giuseppe Bastianini, Rear-Admiral Amedeo Acton,
Mayor of Milan Mangiagalli, Tommaso di Savoia, Countess Pes etc. Included are several type written
responses from de Pinedo and 2 hand written congratulations written and signed by Emilia de Brono &
A.Teruzzi. Wonderful group.
Italy: 1925-28 DE PINEDO collection with 5 notes, 2 hand-written with wishes from Tahon of Revel
and Giacomo Acerboto de Pinedo with 1926 type-written letter signed by de Pinedo to Mattiolo and 7
telegrams sent by Pinedo to Cobianchi. Also included 22 photographs covering events in Rome, picture
of Pinedo with Balbo & a large group of air force commanders, banquet at the Plaza in South America,
several photographic portraits of de Pinedo, de Pinedo with Navy commanders, distant image of Balbo
on a small vessel heading out to the “Santa Maria”.


Italy: 1927 Various publications and photographs relating to DE PINEDO and the Oceanic Flight
of Santa Maria incl. 9 original photographs of the ceremonies held at Buenos Aires with one rare
photograph of the 15th March Asuncion of Paraguay, two 1927-30 booklets titled “I Voli di de Pinedo”
by Piero Bianchi, one other titled “La Canzone di Francesco de Pindedo” by Elio Bientinesi, 2 printed
maps, one of the Passo Grande with an illustration of the “Santa Maria” landed in the port, the other of
the Bay of Rio de Janeiro. Also set of 15 telegrams congratulating Pinedo on the cross-Atlantic flight,
senders include the Mayor of Rome Belloni, General Assinari of Bernezzo, Giuseppe Bellanca, Admiral
Solari, Giurati, Grand Admiral Thaon of Revel, Denti, Duchess of Aosta, Paolucci, Ferdinand of Savoy,
Luigi of Savoy, Tommaso of Savoy. Also copies of telegrams sent from De Pinedo. Fascinating group.


Italy: 1948-2006, Collection in six albums with mint stamps including a nice amount of € face value.
Italian Colonies: 1874-1970ca. POSTAL STATIONERY collection of over 500 items, mostly mint, incl.
advertising and illustrated, mostly fine, an exceptional lot with a number of scarce cards.



K. U. T:1912-1959, Selection of mint stamp sets, groups and single high values including some varieties,
noted 1935 £1 black and red mint and used (SG123), mint 1922 £1black and orange (SG95), 1938 50c
purple and black top marginal block of four showing the “rope not joined to sail” to one stamp in mint
condition (gum brown), three other mint multiples with varieties (SG131ac, SG131ae and SG135a), mint
n.h. set of 14 SG167 to SG180, over 150 items, a high catalogue value lot in fine to very fine condition
with just the odd stamp showing a fault.
Labuan: 1881-1901 (ca.), mint and used collection with the usual portion of CTO including full sheet
of 1891-92 6c on 18c mauve (SG35) with the bottom stamps being the “missing dot” variety (SG35i)
no gum, also eight registered covers (two in mixed franking with Brunei) to London, Hungary and
Switzerland, plus 1948 AV2 cover BNB used from Labuan. Also stationery mint (2), specimen (2) and
used incl. uprated (3).


Latin America: 1846-1980 Group of 90 covers including censorship, airmail, interesting destinations
like Japan, a good lot.

Estimate (€)

360 - 400

150 - 300
500 - 750

1’000 - 2’000

1’500 - 2’000

140 - 200
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°



32260ex

Estimate (€)

32261ex

32260

CC C H F

32261

CC C H

32262

CC C H F

32263

CC C H F

32264

CC J / View the image/s online

250 - 500

32265

F M / View the image/s online

100 - 150

32266

CC J / View the image/s online

Leeward Islands: 1896-1954, Collection in one album of mainly mint stamps set out on 21 pages,
some covers (4), noted SG16 5s with Brandon certificate (toned), Specimen set of ten from the
Portuguese archive (Lisbon9) of KEVII 1/2d to 5s (stuck to the page) and from the same archive the
KGV specimen set of 13 1/4d to 5s (SG46 to SG57), four examples of the £1 brown-purple on red
(shades), strong in KGVI including varieties, corner marginal blocks of four of the QEII issues as well as
sets (some duplication), an attractive pane of 42 of the KGVI 1/4d SG95, a fine to very fine lot only a
few imperfections and faults.


Leeward Islands: 1912-1959, Selection of mainly mint stamp sets, groups and single high values,
noted 1921-32 mint Specimen set of 23 stamps SG58s to SG80s (SG £700), as well as a mint set of 23
of the stamps (SG £450), also extended set of 26 of the 1912 SG46 to SG57c, mint extended set of the
1938 SG95 to SG112b, several very fine to exceptional examples of SG112 including a block of four in
mint condition (SG112b), 17 examples of the (SG114) £1 brown-purple on red mint and used including
one with a BPA certificate (SG £375), over 250 items, a high value lot in mainly fine to very fine condition,
closer inspection recommended.


Liechtenstein: 1912-2000, Interesting mixed lot with some dealer stock and one nice collection
including VADUZ 1934 miniature sheet used and some better sets.


Liechtenstein: 1912-2000, Various uncompleted collections in 16 albums and some leftovers, mixed quality.
Liechtenstein: 1959-1995 Extensive and clean collection of mostly mint n.h. and used complete
sheets, fresh and very fine (STC CHF8’000+).
Malaya: 1900s-1960s, Group with 57 covers from BMA and States as well as incoming from India
to Penang (KEVI/KGV period), and 30 fiscal documents, many with stamps, incl. receipts, telegrams,
cheques incl. one incoming from Western Australia, an interesting mixture.
S.G. 278-298

Malaya - Straits Settlements: 1937-41 KGVI die I & die II mint n.h. set incl. listed and unlisted shades
plus two unissued 8c, very fine (S.G. £1’181) (55).

400 - 600

1’000 - 2’000

1’000 - 2’000

300 - 500

150 - 200

32267

F / View the image/s online

300 - 500

32268

CC C H G DCE



400 - 700

Malaya - Singapore: 1940-63, Group of 26 covers/cards incl. 1942 P.O.W. card , BMA 10c souvenir
letter card endorsed “Forces Mail”, 1940 cover with F.P.O. S.P. 501 cds and HMS ship censor hs, 1957
First day cover for the first Malayan national issue, 1963 (Sep 16) First day cover for the 10c and 12, two
1941 covers with the rare red eagle “RAF Censor 63” mark, registered cover and postcard from Pulau
Bukom, philatelic cover from Christmas Island, etc., a useful mixture.
Malaysia & States, Singapore, etc.: 1867-1997, Mint & used collection in 15 albums/stockbooks,
with Malaysian States mix of mint & used in mostly part sets (sometimes incl. the high value), Sarawak,
North Borneo, Singapore, Japanese Occupation issues, Straits 1921 KGV $25 used and KEVII $5 mint,
Singapore and Malaysia mostly mint from the 1970s onwards incl. mini sheets, box of FDCs, has been
stored in a humid climate so varyingly affected by toning, a useful lot.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32269

CC C

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

200 - 300



Malaysia: 1903-1948, Selection of mint stamp in sets and singles, including Jahore 1949 set of 21
SG133 to SG147, the 1945 BMA Malaya set of 18 SG1 to SG18, similarly the 1949 Penang SG3 to
SG22 (22), the Jahore postage due set and the Singapore 1948 set of 18 SG16 to SG30, over 100 items,
an attractive selection in fine to very fine condition with just the odd imperfection or fault.

32270

CC C

400 - 500



Malta: 1904-1965, Selection of mint stamp in part or full sets, noted the SG45 to SG63 set of 17, two
part sets to 1s of SG69 to SG81d, mint set of 19 SG174 to SG192, two mint corner blocks of four
showing “extra flagstaff” varieties (SG210a and SG211a), the 1938 set of 21 SG217 to SG231 in mint
blocks of three, the 1965 1s 3d imperforate pair with missing gold at left in mint condition n.h. (SG341b
and c £650), over 200 items, an attractive selection in fine to very fine condition with just the odd
imperfection or fault.

32271

CC C

400 - 800



Mauritius: 1895-1969, Selection of mint stamp sets and groups , noted 1889 6c on 18c green and
ultramarine with overprint inverted SG134a although has a crease (£700), mint set of the 1900 SG138
to SG155 (SG £350), also the 1910 set of 15 SG181 to SG195 in mint condition, several other sets, over
200 items, a useful selection in fine to very fine condition.

32272

CC C H G F

500 - 1’500



Middle East and India: 1878-1970 Collection in five albums mint and used stamps, each album
devoted to a country and include Iran, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and India, broad range of material
from early through to the modern issues, several scarcer items including an unused Saudi Arabia 1924
20 para red Postage Due (SG D89) with Holcombe certificate (1983), condition is mixed although many
very fine examples, requires closer inspection, viewing recommended.
32273

P / View the image/s online

3’000 - 4’000

Monaco: 1949-2014, Attractive collection of 90 different signed artist proofs loaded with thematics
such as Olympics, Art, Sculpture, Music, Opera etc. Only 19 copies of each were printed from 1959
to 1999, and a large part of the lot consists of rare 21st Century proofs (only 12 copies printed, 2
in blue, 2 in brown and 8 in black). Some proofs of stamps printed on six colours presses have 2
proofs (positive and negative). Finally, some rare proofs marked “1er etat” and epreuve d’atelier
made by the engravers in their studio. An incredible, impossible to duplicate collection. All proofs
are in excellent condition and placed in plastic pouches with Yvert number and prices in Euros,
massive retail potential.
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

32274

CC C F / View the image/s online

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1’600 - 2’000

Montenegro: 1860-98 Collection contained in a Safe album neatly written up on thirty pages, a
remarkable assemblage of mint and used specialised study, with forerunner cancellations, better
stamps with expert marks of Velickovioc, sheetlet 1893, cover 1896 with certificate, includes large
blocks and forgeries, a very fine set of stamps for the discerning philatelist, high catalogue value, a
must view collection.
32275

CC C F / View the image/s online

Scott 1-31

1’000 - 1’200

Montenegro: 1874-98 Collection contained in a Linder album neatly written up on sixteen pages,
mint and used study of the First Printings 2n to 25n values, specialised perforation material, includes
1994 postal stationery cover, 1893 overprints type I and II, including blocks of 25, and two stationery
overprints, over 150 stamps and four covers, condition is very fine and most attractively presented, high
catalogue value, a must view collection.
32276

150 - 200

C H / View the image/s online

Montenegro: 1879-93 Mint & used duplicated selection of hundreds of the Prince Nicholas I issues
on 15 stockpages, two pages with identified constant varieties of the 1893 issue, a great lot for the
specialist for further study.
32277

CC C F / View the image/s online

Scott 57-74a, J14-J18

1’200 - 1’500

Montenegro: 1902-1906 Collection contained in a Linder album neatly written up on eighteen pages,
including proofs with different overprint colours, setting errors, mint and used study of Prince Nicholas
I A4 Printing 1h to 5k values, specialised perforation material, through to the 1905 constitutional issues,
and the Postage Dues with the overprint in black and red, and one stationery postcard, also noted a
horizontal pair 50h with overprint 1 and 2 with cert. Ispitivanju (1985), over 150 stamps, condition is very
fine and most attractively presented, high catalogue value, a must view collection.
32278

CC C



150 - 200

Montserrat: 1908-1946, Selection of mint stamp including set SG49 to SG59 (11), SG63 to SG83 (21) a very
fine SG33 5s as well as a extremely well centred SG48 5s, over 80 examples in fine to very fine condition.
32279

F / 348

300 - 600

F / 348

200 - 300

Netherlands Indies: 1900s-30s, collection of postal history (85+) with a range of frankings, usages
and cancels, incl. airmails, noted a 1907 registered “Valuer déclarée” cover to Japan, many registered,
commercial mail, destinations incl. Australia, Russia, Egypt, Poland, one with French Consulate in
Batavia cachet and one to the consulate in Kyoto, a varied group, ideal for the specialist.
32280

Netherlands Indies: 1900s-30s, Postal stationery envelope collection (60+), mint and used, several
registered with best item noted a registered uprated env. from Malang to China (German P.O. Tsingtau
arrival), one reg’d from Kisaran to Morocco, one with “Par Avion / Terra Asia, Shanghai” airplane label
on reverse, an interesting lot that would be a good basis for a small exhibit collection.

32281

CC C



300 - 500

New Zealand: 1898-1961, Collection of mint stamp including complete sets, multiples and some blocks,
noted very fine selection of 1898 imperforate colour trials of SG246 to SG259 issue (SG249 and SG252 not
included) with an additional pair and single of the 1s, good selection of officials, strong in KGV, condition is
fine to very fine with only the odd fault, a useful assembly comprising over 275 stamps.
32282

CC C H G / View the image/s online

Nigeria: 1905-1965, Selection of mint stamps (95), including set of SG45s to SG53s overprinted
specimen, as well as a 1887 SG41s 10s specimen, also 1938 SG49a to SG59b set, and a very fine used
SG38 tied to piece by cds, a useful lot in fine to very fine condition.
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150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

32283

CC C H G F J DCE A P S DFE / 354

North Korea: 1960-2001 Extensive, valuable and specialised dealers stock / accumulation in two large
boxes, neatly presented and described in hundreds of dealer style file pages and or plastic folders.

Estimate (€)

20’000 - 30’000

This stock represents many years of diligent accumulation showing approximately one hundred (100)
original artworks mostly the final designs with only minor differences from issued stamps, varieties
including misperfs, missing or shifted colours with over three hundred (300+) different in quantities 1-5
blocks of 4 of each, Specimen overprints with over 1200 different in quantities 1-10 of each and some
in full sheets, deluxe proofs with over 1000 (50-100 of each issued) in quantities of 1-10 each (600
different) plus nearly 400 different other types of proofs in quantities of 1-3 each, philatelic usages with
approximately 300 different registered letters sent to US with examples of perforated and imperforate
issues 1960’s-1990’s, all with strength in thematic interest including Flowers, Football, Olympic Games,
Space, Sports, Wildlife, a wonderful opportunity to acquire a unique assembly, an excellent basis for
study and development (1000’s of stamps and 100’s of covers).
32284

CC C H J / View the image/s online

32285

CC C

32286

CC C H J P / View the image/s online

32287

C H F DCE / View the image/s online

32288

Northern Rhodesia: 1925-1963, Collection of mint and used stamps (275), including part and complete
sets, noted used SG25 to SG45 with the addition of two used examples of the 1 1/2d carmine-red with
the “tick bird flaw” (SG £450 each), several large blocks including mint n.h. block of 25 of the 1951 1d
green with the “extra boatman” variety, a mint n.h. SG79a 4d with value omitted, specimen set of the
1929 postage dues along with other mint and used examples, a very useful lot.



Nyasaland: 1903-1938, Selection of mint stamps (27), including 1927 10s green and scarlet on emerald
SG113h (SG £700), set of 18 SG130 to SG143, the 1938 10s SG142a accompanied with the SG142, as
well as several other higher values in fine to very fine condition.
Olympics/Greece: 1896-1952, Collection in a stockbook of mint & used stamps with strength
in Olympic issues, incl. 1896 Olmypics mint & used sets of 12, 1900 surcharges on Olympics mint
and used, 1906 Olympics mint set, 1920 Antwerp imperf. set, 1928 Uruguay set of there in Football
Champions presentation folder, some Olympic vignettes/cinderellas, 1930s-40s Greek issues incl.
Albania occupation, Saar 1952 Olympic proof, etc., also Thailand 1920 Scouts mint sets, a good
proportion of items affected by climatic toning so inspection needed.
Olympics/Sports: 1896-1954, Mixed group incl. Greece 1896 Olympic mint sets (2) and used
values1900 AM Surcharges set incl. 5l on 1D double ovpt, 1906 Olympic mint set (2), 1907 New Years
card with Olympic stamp imprints plus cut-outs, Colombia 1935 Olympiad mint set, South Korea
1955 National Games pair of souvenir sheets (Mi. €1’500), 1954 Table Tennis Championship cancel
on lettercard signed internally by many players, 1932 LA press photo of the Opening ceremony, etc.,
variously affected by climatic toning throughout but some better material fine, a useful lot for a dealer.
F / 354

Olympics/Sport: 1901-52, group of 87 covers/cards, mostly Olympics with better items incl. “Brazilian
Delegation to the Olympic Games in Antwerp” (French transl.) printed envelope with Olympic cancel
sent to Brazil, ppc on 1924 Uruguay football team with Uruguay Olympics set of three tied by “World
Champions” machine cancel (foxing), Korea 1948 set of 2 with pictorial FDI cancel, 1948 Polish Olympic
Committee fund raising label on cover, the rest mostly 1936/1948, incl. some 1900s Swiss gymnastics
cards, many affected by climatic toning but a varied and interesting lot.

500 - 800

500 - 600

500 - 800

700 - 1’000

500 - 800

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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32289

F / 348

32290

C F M

32291

C H / View the image/s online

32292

C / View the image/s online

32293

CC C H J / View the image/s online

32294

F / View the image/s online

32295

CC C J DCE / View the image/s online

1’600 - 2’400

32296

CC C / View the image/s online

2’000 - 2’600

32297

C H DCE

32298

C H F DCE

32299

F

32300

CC H / 354

32301

M

Olympics: 1912-2008,Balance of a collection of stamps and some memorabilia in a large box incl.
better philately such as 1912 Stockholm picture postcards of the Games (4), three postcards with
the scarce “L.B.R. / STADION” cancels, two 1913 pc’s from the Berlin stadium with “DEUTSCHES
STADION” cancels (the intended venue for the 1916 Olympics), scarce 1920 Antwerp Gent 1 slogan
cancel and Luxembourg Sports Federation printed envelope sent from the 1920 Games, 1924 (Jun
26) French Olympic Committee printed envelope, 1925 Prague Congress et on stationery card, 1928
Olympics printed Swiss fund-raising envelope, Colombia 1935 Olympiad frankings, France and Monaco
1964 Tokyo colour trials and a deluxe proof, and a group of posters incl. two 2003 Turin bid posters
for 2006, two 1999 IOC Session in Seoul, Chinese “Olympic Games Historical Posters Collection” in a
tube, 2008 Beijing stadium poster, 1992 Albertville Post Office poster, 1994 Lillehammer stamp show
posters (6 of the same), damaged 1972 Munich, and a couple of others.


Pakistan: 1947-60s, Mint, used and cover collection in an album, with various mint sets from 1947 onwards
incl officials, “PAKISTAN” local overprints selection, postal stationery cards, some revenues, commercial and
official mail, India cancelled in Pakistan incl. KGV 25R (telegraph cds), of interest to the collector or dealer.
Pakistan: 1948-55, Collection incl. first issue mint and used and first Service issue mint, fine.
Papua New Guinea: 1901-1973, collection set out on seventeen album pages, comprising of mounted
mint stamps, several complete sets although some gaps, noted set of Mandated Territory SG125 to
SG136, as well as SG137 to SG149 and the scarcer air mail postage stamp set (14) SG212 to SG225,
condition is fine to very fine, a useful selection, ideal for further expansion.
Poland: 1918 Collection of local post on eight A5 stockcards incl. Żarki mint and used incl. surcharges in
blocks and Przedbórz incl. cancelled sheets and mint blocks, etc., a fine a difficult collection (STC Mi. €8’847).
Poland: 1919-59 Group of 53 covers all addressed to Switzerland with a good section of uprated postal
stationery, noted Express cover, several registered
Portugal: 1860-1980 Old-time dealers stock in two large stockbooks stuffed with mostly mint nh in
singles, sets and mint multiples, generally very fine, a very useful stock (STC €49’000+) (100’s).
Portugal: 1940-59 Mint accumulation on stockpages, with seven of each arranged in two columns with
mint n.h. on left and hinged on right, some with minor toning (STC Yv. €34’000).


Portuguese Colonies: 1876-1975, Mint & used collection in two thick stockbooks, pretty full with some
mint and used sets, better Mozambique, Portuguese India, Nyassa, etc., incl. airmails, postage dues, a
useful lot for further expansion (STC €15’000+).


Portuguese India: 1871-1950s, Mint & used collection in an album with some later covers, with a range
of the early issues up to 900r (some with certs), 1879 mint set incl. 40R blue, couple of pages from the
Fournier forgery album, mixed condition, a useful lot.


Portuguese India: 1880-1970s, collection of 100 postal stationery items in 3 albums, mostly mint, with
postcards incl. illustrated, lettercards and some aerogrammes, mostly fine to very fine.
PRC: 1949-1985, Group of stamps and miniature sheets on the topic “Bridges”, including 1949 bridges
set with error of impression front and back and front and shifted back,1978 miniature sheet T31 MNH.


Revenues/Fiscals: 1860-s1960s, small accumulation of fiscals with strong France, with mostly
documents/receipts with stamps or with embossed stamps, a bit of India incl. 2 Portuguese India
documents, worth looking through.

Estimate (€)

500 - 800

200 - 400

100 - 120
700 - 1’000

1’200 - 1’500

120 - 150

500 - 1’000

200 - 400

150 - 200

150 - 300

50 - 100
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32305
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Revenues: 1870-1990, Lot of over 400 documents from a variety of countries or regions including
Prussia, Russia, France Egypt, Iraq, Great Britain USA, India, Turkey, Italy, Lebanon, Greece, Syria,
Sudan, mixed to fine.
Rhodesia: 1892-1909, British South Africa Company, Collection of mint and used stamps (110), good
range of issues and values, noted 1896 mint set of 7 SG58 to SG64, a mint 1901 £1 SG90s specimen
together with a mint stamp of the same, a rare proof interpanneau half crown block of six with position
numbers on reverse, 1909 10s with overprint variety “no stop”, as well as other fine and interesting
items, a good lot for further expansion.



Rhodesia: 1910-24 mint and used collection in three Davo boxed albums, with obvious strength in the
Double head issue some better mint including £1 carmine rose and bluish black mint 10/- shades (3),
2/6d. (2), 5/- and 7/6d. fiscal and perfin cancels to £1, a good range of all values mint and used in the
issue with various plate flaws some annotated including blocks of four and used singles with cancellation
interest, Album 2 comprising 1913-24 Admiral issue including mint and used with multiples and fiscal
usages various shades and cancellation interest, album three including Southern Rhodesia with Victoria
falls plate proofs, Arms issue in single and multiples mint an used as well as fiscal usage; a great lot for the
specialist showing a fantastic platform for further study and expansion; viewing essential.
CC C H F J / 358

Russia - Zemstvos: Balance group of Zemstvos with rare items, incl. Bakhmut 1901 1k brown and
3k green in mint n.h. complete sheets of 25; Belebey 1902 2k red imperf. mint pair, minor gum bends
(Ch.8a) and 1905 5k blue & rose perf. mint with inverted background variety (Ch.14b); Berdyansk 1868
10k mint h.r. right marginal block of four (Ch.1), plus a single mint h.r. showing plate flaw, 1892 Imperial
Eagle 2k postal stationery newspaper wrapper from Moscow to Bogorodsk uprated with 1k violet (Ch.
58); Konstantinograd 1913-14 1k green and 3k carmine rose in complete mint sheets of 25; Krasny:
1912 “Nevsky” 3k mint hr tête-bêche gutter pair possibly on pale pink paper; 1896 envelope to Kharkov
franked on back with Novomoskovsk 3k black and rose cancelled by faint violet “Zemskaya Pochta”
hs in combination with Imperial Eagle 7k on front, one of only 9 covers recorded from this Zemstvo
(ex Dr Nikitin), Orgeev 1879 3k with horizontal net mint imperf. in vertically rejoined pair (lower stamp
torn in half), nevertheless exceptionally rare, ex Ferrari and Fabergé (St.71) and 1885 3k yellow-green
mint (heavy hinge), listed by Schmidt as no.16, 1894 envelope sent from Kurakino volost with Totma
multicolour 3k perf. 11 1/2 (narrow margins), cancelled by manuscript date, a great rarity (ex Fabergé);
Velsk 1902-16 6k green mint n.h. complete sheet of 25; Zadonsk 1891-4, group incl. mint 1891 5k blue
& brown showing printing separation lines in all corners (Ch.19) and mint 1893 5k (Ch.28), 1893 5k red
used (2) with blue cds (less than 15 stamps known according to Schmidt); and finally 1894 5k yelloworange with neat blue cds, extensive thinning but rated RR by Schmidt (Ch.32); all ex “Nikolai”.

Estimate (€)

300 - 400

500 - 800

25’000 - 30’000

3’000 - 4’000

32306

F / View the image/s online

200 - 300

32307

F / View the image/s online

100 - 150

32308

CC C H F

32309

F

Russia: 1798-1862, six pre-stamp/stampless covers from St. Petersburg going abroad incl. Spain,
Portugal and USA, noted 1813 cover to England with “SANCT PETRESBOURG” linear hs.
Russia: 1864-1973, Group of 54 covers/postal stationery, all sent to Switzerland incl. Romanov,
advertising, potential cancel interest.


Russia: 1878-1979 Collection in three albums and one small stock book of mint and use stamps
mostly Soviet mostly used but a good degree of completion, RSFSR period, through to modern, few
pages of Arms issues, as well as three early covers .


Russia: 1884-1986, Collection of covers in 3 albums including some classics and mostly before WWI,
a lot for the specialist.
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300 - 600

200 - 400

Lot n°
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32310

C H F DCE / View the image/s online

200 - 300

32311

F / View the image/s online

300 - 400

32312

CC C H

32313

CC C H F

Russian Levant: Collection in a small stockbook with mint and used representing all Russian Levant
issues incl. two 1876(?) 6k imperf. Ropit stamps, Soviet currency Stamps, Tannu Tuva and British Occ.
ovpt. Batum (sold as is) as well as two unused Russian Levant stationery cards (1 reply).
Russian Levant: 1885-1913ca., group of 10 covers/postal stationery, noted 1896 4k stationery
cancelled “BATUM-ODESSA” shipmail cancel addressed to Luxembourg, some incoming mail incl.
Mount Athos, etc.


St. Helena: 1856-1953, Selection of predominately mint stamp with a range of issues from the early
imperforates, first perforated, through the three kings, small amount of QEII, some duplication, several
sets including SG131 to SG140 and SG153 to SG165, good to fine lot, comprising of over 200 stamps
and 3 booklets.


1869

Sarawak: 1869-1959, mint and used comprehensive collection, inc. imperf. singles set of 1934-41 1c$10, 11 vals. ovpt. “Telegraph”, 1945 BMA-ovpts. cpl. mint, 1947 3c-$5 perfin “Specimen”; covers (10,
inc. 1899 set 2c-$1 registered to Singapore)m, also group of revenues inc. 1918 design up to $5 mint.

32314ex

Estimate (€)

150 - 200

1’000 - 1’200

32315ex



32314

CC C

32315

C H G F

32316

F / View the image/s online

32317

CC C / View the image/s online

Seychelles: 1890-1961, Selection of mint stamp in sets and singles, including set of SG1 to SG8, as
well as the specimen overprinted, SG15 to SG21, SG82 to SG123, the 1935 12c showing the “Flagstaff
on right hand of turret” variety (SG129d £700), two complete sets of SG135 to SG149, a useful
assembly comprising over 200 stamps, in fine to very fine condition.


Sierra Leone: 1859-1956, Collection written up on 65 pages comprising of mint and used stamps,
some covers, specimens, many complete sets, noted superb SG111 £1 tied to small registered piece
by cds, a mint SG147 £2, a mint SG180 £1, 1933 Wilberforce, several interesting covers and stunning
multiples such as a complete sheet of the 1876 Spiro forgery, a beautiful plate number bottom marginal
strip of the 1/2d greens n.h., a complete pane of overprinted revenue 6d lilac stamps, varieties such as
damaged keyplate, many unusual usages, some gaps however a high value lot worth closer viewing.
South Africa: 1931-1932, Collection of Imperial Airways Air Mail Service Croydon to Cape Town
covers and cards (70+), written-up on pages, illustrating the various routes and stops, mail sent in
both directions, excellent array of cachets, as well as a good blend of GB and South African frankings
including air post stamps and some British Africa items, a decent selection pertaining to the Christmas
flight from Croydon, mostly philatelic but also commercial covers, several more interesting example
with instructional marks, content, printed advertising envelopes as well as combination of franking and
scarcer and special postmarks (such as Windhoek, Mariental), an excellent assembly, ideal for further
study or for resell; a must lot for viewing.
S. W. A: 1923-42 mint balance collection of the S.W.A. Issues including 1926-27 London Pictorials
incl. 5s and 10s mint lower marginal inscriptional pairs, no stop after “A” on 2d, 4d and 5s, 1931 mint
n.h. sets (2), 1935-36 1/2d inv. ovpt, some postage dues incl. 1923 2d with “WES” for “WEST” corner
marginal block, imprint blocks of four of the 1935 jubilee issue; generally very fresh and fine, with
viewing recommended.

1’000 - 1’200

1’500 - 2’000

600 - 1’200

500 - 700
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32318

CC C H / View the image/s online

S.G. 40-52, 78-91, 94-107

100 - 200

32319

J DCE / View the image/s online

100 - 200

32320

F / View the image/s online

200 - 300

32321

F / 358

200 - 300

32322

CC C H / View the image/s online

150 - 300

32323

C H F

32324

C H F DCE

32325

C H F

32326

C H F

32327

C H F

32328

C H

32329

C H F

32330

C H

32331

C H

32332

C H F

Southern Rhodesia: 1932-1953, Collection of mint stamp, many n.h, strong in QEII with many
complete sets, some duplication, includes specimen examples of 1932 Victoria falls (SG30-31), 1937
two set of 13 SG40 to SG52 n.h,, also some Rhodesia modern issues, and Rhodesia and Nyasaland
which comprises five sets, a fine to very fine lot.
Spain: Huelva, Local Civil War Issue, Group of 4 sheets of 25 perforated stamps in different colours, the
same stamps repeated in imperf block of four.
Spanish Colonies: 1775-1950 Group of 23 covers incl. early prestamp (2), Hotel Post, 1905 Cervantes
issue on 4 covers etc., mostly fine
Spanish Morocco: 1920-46, Group of 14 cards/covers plus 1 front with diverse frankings, censored,
commercial, registered, etc., much of interest.
Swaziland: 1890-1963, Collection of mint and used stamps (200+), including unused 2s 6d buff with
PFSA certificate (1981), mint n.h extended set of 31 KGVI SG28 to SG38a, several other complete
sets, particularly strong in QEII reign, numerous varieties on the silver jubilee issues with blocks and
multiples, a fine to very fine selection.


Sweden: 1854-1996, Collection housed in 7 albums with used stamps starting from the classics, some
covers noted in the 20th century.


Switzerland: 1843-1996 Collection in one Davo album mint and used with some good classics, back
of the books and useful face value, mixed quality.


Switzerland: 1850-1990, Partly completed collections and leftover from a dealer in 15 albums, good
airmail covers, worth the viewing.


Switzerland: 1850-1990, 9 albums and two boxes some better classics and airmail, mixed quality, a
good magic box.


Switzerland: 1850-1990, Partly completed collections and leftover from a dealer in 15 albums, good
airmail covers, worth the viewing.


Switzerland: 1850-1980, Some pleasant collections mostly 20th century with a classic selection in
mixed condition, 12 albums in total, a pleasant viewing to be expected.


Switzerland: 1850-1990, Various accumulation with some uncompleted collections in 12 albums and
one box, good material has been in particular among the miniature sheets, to be viewed.


Switzerland: 1850-1990, Accumulation and part collections in 11 albums mostly 20th century, some
better items, to be viewed.


Switzerland: 1860-1980, Group of 12 collections more or less complete, to be examined.


Switzerland: 1860-1980, Various stockbooks and accumulation mostly of 20th century in13 albums
and a box, mixed quality.

200 - 400

400 - 600

1’500 - 2’000

1’500 - 3’000

1’500 - 2’000

1’600 - 2’400

1’000 - 1’600

1’000 - 2’000

1’000 - 1’600
800 - 1’400
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Switzerland: 1860-1980, Part collections mostly 20th century with among some interesting airmail
covers, in 13 albums, to be viewed.


Switzerland: 1860-1980, Various collections and stock books in 13 albums, some interesting parts in
particular in the airmail covers/


Switzerland: 1860-1980, Mostly 20th century part collections and accumulation in one removal box.


Switzerland: 1860-1980, Some uncompleted collections in 17 albums, nothing special but worth the
start price and more.


Switzerland: 1860-1980, Mixed combination of stockbooks and collections in 17 volumes and boxes.


Switzerland: 1860-1980, Unsorted and mixed material in 18 albums with some partly complete collections.

Switzerland: 1860-1980, Very mixed lot in 18 albums and 3 boxes, mostly 20th century, to be viewed

Switzerland: 1860-2000, Mixed lot in 14 albums with various collections, mostly post-1900.


Estimate (€)

800 - 1’400

500 - 800

500 - 800
400 - 800

300 - 500
100 - 200
800 - 1’400
100 - 200

32341

CC C H

32342

CC C H F / 358

32343

C H

32344

C H F

32345

CC C F

32346

CC

32347

CC C H G F A / View the image/s online

32348

CC C H / View the image/s online

100 - 200

32349

C H DCE



300 - 400

Switzerland: 1862-2000, Collection of mint stamps, strong in the modern period particularly from late
1970s, many complete sets through to 2000, small selection of material pre 1950, but some very fine
examples and plenty of face value.
Switzerland: 1870-1941, Group of selected items in one album including 1912 5c Pro Juventute
forerunner on postcard, ENNEY cancelations on 1862 Sitting Helvetia 5Rp braun x2 on cover, a good
lot for the specialist.


Switzerland: 1880-1980, A century of Swiss philately with various material in 16 albums.


Switzerland: 1900-1980, Lot with various collections in 18 albums.


Switzerland: 1950’s-1990’s, Large modern collection with a voluminous part of documents also some
modern mint material.


Switzerland: 1979-2003 Large collection with modern material including mint stamps.
Tibet: 1912-1959, A unique collection of the stamps of Tibet, neatly written up on 35 pages, from prestamp postal history to the first issues and through to the modern classics, some specials and varieties
plus private new issues, a scarce assembly seldom seen available together.
Topic, Bridges: 1850-1989, Collection in one stockbook with a large number of sets, miniature sheets
and booklets, a nice lot for a ebay dealer or for further expansion.
Trinidad, Trinidad & Tobago: 1851-1937, Small mint & used collection on four album pages, incl.
Britannias, mint & used high values incl. fiscal usages, etc. (STC Scott $1’739).
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200 - 400

150 - 300

200 - 400
100 - 200
500 - 1’000

400 - 800
1’800 - 3’000
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Turkey: Two stockbooks and a folder with 19 pages containing thousands of Ottoman and Turkish Red
Crescent charity stamps as well as Child Welfare and Turkish Aviation Fund stamps, some minor errors
noted, mixed condition.



Turkey: 1863-1914, Small group incl. thick paper 20pa Tughra mint (imperfections) and used (tear),
1865 Duloz 25pi colour trial in orange-yellow (2, one unused signed Richter, one mint signed Bloch),
1867 unissued 25pi in light salmon (thin at top), a fine 1914 200pi black & green mint h.r., and a few low
value stamps, a useful mix.
Turkey - Duloz: 1865-1877 An outstanding award-winning exhibition collection neatly mounted and
knowledgeably written up on 80 exhibition pages.

Estimate (€)

200 - 300

300 - 500

40’000 - 70’000

The collection treats the fascinating subject of the Duloz issues being second issue of the Ottoman
Empire. “Dissatisfied” with the first issue as compared with “the well-executed stamps of other
countries”, the Ottoman Empire turned to France for its second issue of postage stamps, following
Greece’s decision to have its first stamps printed in Paris. This famous “Crescent & Star” emblematic
design was initially ordered for production and printing in Paris. The contract was given to the Parisian
printer Poitevin. At Poitevin, Pierre Edelestand Stanislas Dulos (1820-1874) prepared the first dies,
engraved the first plates and gave his name to the stamps.Later issues were printed in Constantinople,
first with the original dies and later with die plates made in Constantinople.
The scope of the collection includes all of the recorded Duloz issues from 1865 through to 1877.
Arranged in date order it encompasses colour essays, proofs, generally, issues and postage dues,
showing mint, used, multiples, cancellations, errors and varieties with an extensive array of plates
flaws and re-entries, preprinting paper flaws, overprint errors including inverted, missing, double,
triple, misplaced overprints and printed on the reverse, perforation errors with an extensive range of
imperforates in singles and blocks, imperf. between pairs etc. Additionally a wonderful and attractive
range of covers showing a fine array of usages from all the recorded issues with values to 25pi, also
many usages outside of Turkey in many offices in the vast Ottoman Empire which include Bulgaria,
Greece, Lebanon, Yugoslavia and Syria etc.
A truly wonderful display of these popular issues which has an excellent basis for study and expansion
(975+ proofs, essays and stamps, 33 covers)
32353

CC C H G F J DCE A P / 358

Turkey - Duloz: 1865-1877 An extensive, valuable, duplicated collection / accumulation of these
popular and attractive issues. The scope of this assembly includes all of the recorded Duloz issues from
1865 through to 1877. Arranged and presented on many black stock cards or stock pages, plus much
still mounted and written up on exhibition pages and some balances on regular album pages showing
essays, proofs, generally, issues and postage dues, with mint, used, multiples including complete
sheets, cancellations, errors and varieties, perforation errors etc. Additionally a wonderful and attractive
range of more than 70 covers including five combination covers with Austrian, Hungarian, Italian and
Russian adhesives, also some useful usages from some of the Ottoman Offices outside of Turkey, a
fine range of 100’s of cancellations on stamps & fragment mostly on the Duloz issues but some later
issues are included.

10’000 - 15’000

A truly wonderful balance accumulation and an excellent basis for study and expansion (1000’s of
stamps, plus more than 70 covers)
32354

CC C / View the image/s online

S.G. 101-253

Turks & Caicos: 1900-1945, Collection of mint stamp in sets and singles, including 1938 GVI specimen
set SG194s to SG205s, extended set of SG101 to Sg110 (2s has thin), SG115 to SG126, and others, a
fine to very fine assembly comprising over 100 stamps.

200 - 300
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F
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UAE - Ras Al Khaima: 1968-1970 Large duplicated dealers stock miniature sheets, complete sets,
imperfs. etc., strength in thematic interests including Olympic Games, generally extremely fine (1000s).


United Nations: 1960-1980’s, Collection of nine albums of United Nations first day covers with a good
mix of cancels.

C H J DCE S



United States: 1847-1925 Extensive and valuable collection arranged on albums pages, and on stock
pages, showing colour proofs, mint, unused and used singles, with multiples with pairs, blocks of four,
six, eight and nine etc., plus varieties including imperforates, imperf. between pairs, array of useful cork
cancels. Better items, groups and ranges include 1845 New York 5c used, 1846 Providence 5c unused,
1847 5c and 10c used, a useful array of the 1869 issues with values to 90c, a fine selection of the
Bureau Issue etc., plus much more, also some covers present.

Estimate (€)

800 - 1’400

50 - 100

6’000 - 9’000

Variety of single stamps with certificates listed in Scott number order: Sc. 8 used blue town cds (cert.
PF), Sc. 42 unused (cert. APS), Sc. 43 unused (cert. PF), Sc. 44 unused (cert.PF), Sc. 44 unused (cert.
PF), Sc. 63b used (cert. PF), Sc. 65Pc unused proof in a pair (cert.PF), Sc. 66 unused (cert.PF), Sc.
103 unused (cert.PF), Sc. 104 unused (cert.PF), Sc. 113b unused (cert.PF), Sc. 129 unused (cert.
PF), Sc.131 unused (cert. APS), Sc.132 unused (cert. PF), Sc. 159b unused (cert.PF), Sc. 171 unused
(cert.APS), Sc. 179c unused (cert.PF), Sc. 209b used (cert.PF), Sc. 226a unused imperf. pair (cert.PF),
Sc. 258a unused imperf. pair (cert.PF), Sc. 268 var unused pair with stitch watermark (cert.PF), Sc.
270b unused imperf. pair (cert.PF), Sc. 271a used with USIR (cert.PF), Sc. 272a used (cert.PF), Sc.
272a used (cert.APS), Sc. 279a unused (cert.PF), Sc. 313 used (cert.APS), Sc. 318 unused coil pair
(cert.PF), Sc. 340a unused (cert.PF), Sc. 364 unused (cert.PF), Sc. 361 unused (cert.PF), Sc. 375b
unused block of four (cert.PF), Sc. 389 used (cert.PF), Sc. 426 unused (cert.PSE), Sc. 445 used (cert.
PF), Sc. 476A unused (cert.PF), Sc. 491 used (cert.PF), Sc. 502c unused vertical pair (cert.PSE), Sc.
511 used (cert.PF), Sc. 519 unused (cert.PF), Sc. 539 unused (cert.PF), Sc. 540b unused pair (cert.
PF), Sc. 544 used (cert.PF).
Generally fine to very fine, unused stamps are with and without gum, a wonderful collection for study
and expansion (100’s)
32358

F

32359

F DFE



United States: 1872-1990ca, collection of several hundred mint stationery cards with different papers,
printing, formats, specimens, officials, etc.


United States: 1895-1958, Old time massive album depicting a correspondence mostly to Switzerland,
on covers but also with postal stationeries, in addition few pre-philatelic covers.

300 - 400

200 - 400

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Uruguay: 1859-61 Suns “Thin” & “Thick” Figures Issues, a comprehensive assembly mounted on 44
exhibition pages, including complete reconstructions of 20 types for various values including a rare
group used for the high 180c denomination (Thin Figures) or a very difficult group of 12 types used of
Thick Figures 180c (the rarest used examples of the two issues), rare subtypes also on cover, a wide
rare of cancellations with very scarce examples such as Sala de Comercio de Montevideo, Minas,
Rosario, San José (red on Thick 60c on cover), Florida, Durazno (green and blue on two 60c covers),
Cerro Largo, Canelones, Carmelo, Dolores on Thick 60c on cover, San Carlos, Treinta y Tres, etc;
multiples with Thin 60c greenish grey mint block of four, 180c marginal vertical mint block of 20, 240c in
rare vertical strip of three mint, Thick 60c in two rare vertical and horizontal strips of three used, Thick
80c mint block of four; the part dedicated to covers includes better single frankings with Thin 100c
exhibiting red cancel of Mercedes, 180c (four rare covers), Thick 80c on cover and cover front, bisects
on pieces with better cancellations and one on cover, combination frankings with rare 120c (2)+60c on
two pieces, Thick 60c+120c on cover, etc; a very good opportunity to get a great and balanced basis
for further expansion; viewing recommended.

Estimate (€)

15’000 - 20’000
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Yugoslavia: 1919-2000, Collection in 7 large boxes in over 50 albums (nearly all in Scott “Speciality”
albums, many being the largest variant) predominately which a highly specialised collection of the 191920 Chain-breaker issues and the 1919-20 postage due issues, with plate flaws, reconstructions and noted
positions, varieties incl. imperfs and printed on both sides, multiples incl. part sheets and sheets, usages
on covers, cards, COD cards, parcel cards, money order pieces, bisects on cover and postal stationery
cards, interesting mail after the liberation of Yugoslavia, plus later Yugoslavia 1945-80 with mint and
covers (philatelic and non-philatelic), 1944 “Porto Marke” presentation album with part perf., imperf., and
errors in blocks, 1950s picture postal stationery, Croatia incl. 1940s issues on parcel cards, Exile Govt
issues, etc., and Slovenia 1992-2000, a true labour of love and a lifetime’s study on these issues.

Estimate (€)

10’000 - 15’000

Picture Postcards
32362

F / 364

32363

F / View the image/s online

240 - 300

32364

F / View the image/s online

300 - 400

32365

F

32366

F / View the image/s online

600 - 800

F / 364

150 - 200

Polar
32367

All World: Early postcard collection (183) mint and used, nearly all lithos, many from 1890’s with GB
(court cards), Benelux, Germany, Italy, Scandinavia, Latin America, Gold Coast, N. Africa, Middle East,
exceptional group.
Airships: 1901-18, early group of 27 picture postcards of airships, used and unused, with comic and
romantic themes, fine to very fine.
Argentina - Tierra del Fuego: Small selection of 8 picture postcards of native Indians and gold mining
at Bahia Sloget, plus six “Liebeg” collector’s cards of the different environments inhabited by them.


Argentina - Gran Chaco: Small selection of 5 picture postcards of Tobas native Indians from 1903,
1910 (2) and 1950s.
Stamps: All world picture postcards depicting stamps incl. some related ephemera, a number with
printed vignettes, an attractive and well presented collection (158 items).

1’500 - 2’000

100 - 150

1903 (Dec 17) picture postcard of a schooner (hand tinted) signed by J. B. Charcot below, franked with
Argentina 5c tied by Buenos Aires cds, minor foxing, fine.
32368

F / 364

80 - 100

1903ca. Argentinian postcard depicting the crew of Charcot in his cabin on “le Français”, signed by him
at right, printed by La Nacion newspaper, reverse with Argentina 5c cancelled but not sent, very fine.
32369

F / View the image/s online

60 - 80

1903ca. Argentinian postcard depicting the crew of “Le Français”, printed by La Nacion newspaper,
unused, very fine.
32370

F / 368

150 - 200

1904 (May 29) picture postcard of the ship “Le Français” before departure to the South Pole (printed by
L’Imprimerie Nouvelle Photographie, Paris), sent from Le Havre franked with 5c on picture side, arrival bs, fine.
32371

F / 368

250 - 300

1905ca. picture postcard of “La Docteur J. B. Charcot, Commandant de l’Expédition Antarctique
Française”, printed by Raphael Tuck & Fils (Paris), with handwritten message from Robert Paumelle, the
mess steward on the expedition, with “Expedition Antarctique / “LE FRANCAIS” two-line hs in red on
picture side, franked with Argentina 5c (uncancelled), very fine.
32372

F / 364

120 - 150

1905ca. picture postcard of “Le Français” launching at St. Malo, signed at lower right by Charcot,
printed by Raphael Tuck & Fils, not sent, fine.
32373

F / View the image/s online
1906ca. picture postcard of “le Pourquois Pas” of the Emerald Coast at St. Malo, unused, slight ink stain, fine.
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60 - 80

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32374

F / 364

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

350 - 400

1908 (Dec 13) picture postcard entitled “Expédition Antarctique Charcot 1903-1905 - Quelque
Pingouins”, sent from Chile to Argentina by E. Gourdon (geologist on the expedition) and signed on
picture side, fine.
32375

F / View the image/s online

40 - 50

1910 (Jul 7) picture postcard of “Le Pourquoi-pas?”, “La Mission Charcot à Rouen”, sent with 5c on
reverse, fine.
32376

F



100 - 150

1942-2002, Group of 57 Antarctic covers and cards from different Antarctic Treaty nations, with
Argentina, tourism, QSL radio cards, Linblad Explorer, Greenpeace, Peru, Uruguay, USA, Spain, Japan,
France, etc.
32377

F / 368

600 - 1’200

1950-52, Archive of 6 covers & an expedition postcard, five of which from 1952 franked by Madagascar
1F Provisional air tied by Terre Adelie 24 Jan. 1952 cds and with “Base Pointe Geologie / 1951 /
1952” cachet, sent the night the main building of the base Marret caught fire and was destroyed, the
personnel evacuated by the “Tottan” which happened to be there, the other 1949 with “Batiment Polaire
/ “Commandant CHARCOT”” cachet and Madagascar franking tied by Terre Adelie 15-2 1949 cds and
20-1 1950 cds, very fine and scarce, recently discovered in the Duhamel family archive (first four sent
to 22 av de la Grande armée headquarter of the polar expedition).
32378

F / View the image/s online

300 - 400

1984-2002 China Scientific Expeditions to Antarctica Postal History (49) covers and postcards sent to
Argentina, Australia, Japan, Uruguay, and USA, including Great Wall Station, Xuelong (Snow Dragon)
Chinese Icebreaker commemoratives and official postcards covering China’s evolution from Research
to a member of the Antarctic Treaty, fine set.

Stamp Boxes

32379

English Silver Boxes: 1893 Birmingham silver and tortoiseshell stamp case and letter clip combined by
Horton & Aliday, the tortoiseshell base mounted with a spring loaded filigree silver clip with central case
attached opening to a single compartment with a tortoiseshell rod inside to hold the stamps; fine and
most attractive. Very rare, being the first of this type we have seen.

200 - 300

32380

368

200 - 300

English Silver Boxes: 1894 Birmingham three compartment box by Deakin & Francis, heavily embossed
throughout, the hinged lid at top showing a scene of a lady being carried in a Sedan chair opening to
three sloped compartments; a fine and most attractive box
32381

View the image/s online

70 - 100

American Silver Boxes: Sterling silver three compartment box, plain design with an applied floral pattern
for the feet and on the hinged lid opening to three sloped compartments, stamped “STERLING” and
“925 / 1000 FINE” on bottom, very fine and most attractive.
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32371

32370

32377ex

32382
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32380

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

32382

368

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

100 - 150

Continental Boxes: Dutch silver 1905ca. three compartment box, the base embossed with scroll work
and standing on paw feet, the hinged lid at top embossed with a high relief scene of sailors on board a
ship, opening to three sloped compartments; fine and rare

32383

32386ex

32383

Miscellaneous material: Tortoiseshell six compartment box, rectangular design the hinged lid at top
with a silver applied motif of two peacocks back to back, opening to six individual compartments; fine
and attractive

200 - 300

32384

1908 Silver pepper shaker in the form of a postbox, 64mm tall, with signed reading “PEP / PER”
downwards, hallmarked Birmingham, very fine.

200 - 300

32385

View the image/s online

150 - 200

Group of stamp boxes and related (5), incl. sterling silver gilt stamp coil dispenser by Tiffany & Co, very
fine; sterling silver box with filigree pattern, with two sloping compartments inside, very fine; silverplated two compartment box embossed throughout with a floral and curlique design, the hinged lid
at top opening to two sloped compartments, fine; 1909 London silver stamp moistener, plain tubular
design with a screw top lid to the water reservoir at top the base with a roller and wetter attached,
fine; and finally celluloid stamp and nib box combined, plain rectangular design the hinged lid at top
showing a unicorn head, opening to two single compartments for stamps and a larger one for nibs; a
lovely group.
32386

Group of four stamp boxes incl. : 1908 Silver & glass stamp box and damping well, with hinged lid
and double stamp compartment, hallmarked London with Cohen & Charles maker’s mark; 1911 silver
double compartment stamp box with hinged lid, hallmarked Birmingham with (rubbed) Cornelius
Saunders & Frank Shepherd maker’s mark; 1911 double compartment stamp box in the form of an
envelope, hallmarked Birmingham with “A&LLd” maker’s mark, very fine; and white metal box with
“U.S. Mail” in the shape of mail bag, fine to very fine group.

100 - 150
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Symbols and Condition

Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

unused, ungummed or regummed
neuf sans gomme ou regommé /
ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H

used
oblitéré/ gebraucht

J

block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock

K

tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I

fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G

piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück

F

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery
lettre, carte postale ou entier /
Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E

essay
essai / Entwurf

P

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck

R

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers
/ Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre.
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling.
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées.
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / Schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable.
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges.
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau
de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts sont également
acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les descriptions.
Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans
supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Consign with Us
Take advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA to
consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as at our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent online auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Member of:
Rue des Barques 4
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel +41 22 735 92 55
info@numisor.ch

Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1. As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation,
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or
accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2. As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1. The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions
may be in other currencies than Euros)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has
been validly accepted.
2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3. Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4. Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website
before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case of Live
Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure
in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as up to ten times the
quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other currencies
than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted into that
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 urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
c
Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction
period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to
the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is
Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients
and/or their agents.
3.2. Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3. Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4. Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have
been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.
3.5. Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.

Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6. Special extended payment facility: upon request prior to the
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer must pay a minimum of
25% of the total invoice immediately, and the balance over a maximum
period of 4 months, paying an equal instalment at the end of each
month. Interest charges of 2% of the remaining balance are debited to
the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction date.
When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer
understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made
within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held
by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. Until
delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7. Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests,
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default
with the p
 ayment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1. Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be e
 xamined
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN
S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in order to substantiate
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An
extention will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2. Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a r ecognised expert, t aking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified.
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knockdown price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A.,
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3. Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections,
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown
in the illustrations.
4.4. Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month a
 fterwards
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.
4.5. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of
bidding on the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and
in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its
Swiss Francs value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
(Version: Private Auction - EN-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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We Have Moved

We are excited to announce that our office has moved to new and recently renovated
premises in a more pleasant and modern environment. The new office is now located a
very short distance from Geneva international airport, in an iconic building of architectural
interest called the Octagon.
David Feldman SA
Chemin du Pavillon 2
1218 Grand-Saconnex
Geneva, Switzerland
In addition to leading business hotels being only a short walk away, visiting clients will
also be able to enjoy a quality restaurant, bar and café within the confines of the Octagon
building.
We look forward to welcoming you in our new facilities for our next auctions or indeed
should you be passing through the airport for business or vacation.
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Your contacts

Fernando Martínez
CEO
Member of the Board

Daniel Flesher
CFO / COO
Member of the Board

Marcus Orsi
Senior Philatelist

David Feldman
Consultant
Philatelic rarities

Guy Croton
Senior Philatelist

Devlan Kruck
Senior Philatelist

Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist

Ricky Verra
Philatelist

Our Team
International Representatives Luciano Lucarelli,
Jean-Jacques Tillard, Pierre Wertheimer
Outside Philatelists and Agents Philippe Abert, Tony Banwell,
Darío Díez, Olivier Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, Carlos Hernández
Rocha, Yves Louis, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. Del Mazo,
Pedro Meri, Bill Schultz, Michael Tseriotis

Administration Andréa Nénot
Accounts and Finance Dimitri Toulemonde
Client Relations Eva Mondehard
Design Andrea Villa
Information Technology Octoplus Solutions Sàrl
Logistics Steve Bodenne
Marketing and Organisation Estelle Leclère
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Location

Bus stop: Grand Saconnex, Susette just in front of the offices.
From Geneva International Airport: 5 minutes by bus 5 untill
Grand Saconnex, Place (direction "Thônex, Vallard", every 10
minutes on average), then 1 minute by bus F (direction "Fernay,
marie" or "Gex, L'Aiglette", every 6 minutes).
From Cornavin Train Station: 20 minutes by bus F (direction
"Fernay, marie" or "Gex, L'Aiglette", every 6 minutes).

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Chemin du Pavillon 2
PO Box 29
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, Geneva
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Download the SBB Mobile app
on your mobile device to help you
with tickets and transport options.
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Hotels in Geneva

Hilton Geneva Hotel and Conference Centre
Rte François-Peyrot 34
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex

Nash Pratik Hotel
Chemin de la Violette 13
1216 Cointrin

Distance: 5 minutes walk
Room rates: from CHF 199

Distance: 17 minutes by bus 53 (every 30 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 75

Tel +41 22 747 02 02
hilton.com

Tel +41 22 55 299 60
nashpratikhotel.com

ibis budget Genève Palexpo Aéroport
Route Francois Peyrot 28
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex

Hotel Auteuil Manotel
Rue de Lausanne 33
1201 Geneva

Distance: 12-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 89

Distance: 17 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 190

Tel +41 22 545 46 46
all.accor.com/hotel/A8F3/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 544 22 22
hotelauteuilgeneva.com

ibis Styles Genève Palexpo Aéroport
Route François-Peyrot 28
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix
Quai du Mont-Blanc 11
1201 Geneva

Distance: 12-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 99

Distance: 22 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 545 45 45
all.accor.com/hotel/A8F2/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
ritzcarlton.com/geneva

Hôtel Astoria
Place Cornavin 6
1201 Geneva

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Geneva

Distance: 15 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Distance: 23 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
astoria-geneve.ch

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
fourseasons.com/geneva
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Hotels in France

Résidence la Réserve
Avenue du Jura 1
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 6 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €105
Tel +33 4 50 40 30 20
residence-la-reserve.com

m3 Hotel Ferney
Rue de Genève 34
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 10 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €105
Tel +33 9 85 60 18 30
m-3hotels.com/ferney

Appart'City Confort Genève Aéroport Ferney Voltaire
Avenue des Sablonnières 11
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 13 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €98
Tel +33 4 50 40 22 65
appartcity.com

Appart'hôtel et Spa Odalys Ferney Genève
Chemin du Levant 13
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 13 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €102
Tel +33 4 50 99 51 51
odalys-vacances.com
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Absentee / Telephone Bid Form

All World and Collections - Geneva - December 6th and 7th, 2022
Shipping instructions:

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

F
 edEx (no P.O. Box)

First name ............................................................................................................... Last name ...............................................................................................................

R
 egistered Mail

Client n° .......................................................................................................................

(P.O. Box and home

Shipping address .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

address)

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

H
 old for collection

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

O
 ther (please specify):

Home address, if P.O. Box above ........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

Tel ................................................................................................................ Email .................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

I will bid by telephone and request David Feldman SA to call me at the proper time for the lots listed below.

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Standard bid steps (€):
€ 50 - 100:
€ 100 - 200:
€ 200 - 500:
€ 500 - 1’000:
€ 1’000 - 2’000:
€ 2’000 - 5’000:
€ 5’000 - 10’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 20’000 - 50’000:
€ 50’000 - 100’000:

€5
€ 10
€ 20
€ 50
€ 100
€ 200
€ 500
€ 1’000
€ 1’000
€ 2’000
€ 5’000

In case of a tied bid, please
increase my bid(s):
1 bid step
10%
25%
Bid for me on the lot(s) I have marked above, purchasing for me as much below my limits as possible.
I fully understand and agree to the "Conditions of Sale" published in this catalogue and on the website.
Location, date: .................................................................................................................................................Signature: .................................................................................................................................................
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David Feldman SA
PO Box 29
Chemin du Pavillon 2
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex
Geneva, Switzerland

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.
Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

From:

Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

